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Partly cloudy. High in
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Regents grant improvement funds
by Scott Sleek
senior staff reporter

The Ohio Board of Resents recently
released their capital improvement
recommendations for state colleges
and universities, and granted the University more than $23 million in improvements for the next six years.
The Regents' plan allocated $5 million to the University for fiscal year
1983-84, $8 million for 1985-86 and
$10,865 million for 1987-88, according
to the list of recommendations from
the Regents.
The University received $3 million
for an addition to the Business Administration building for the first period,
$2.3 million in the second period for a
Williams Hall renovation, $3.7 million
for an Overman Hall renovation and
$5 million for a Hayes Hall renovation
in the third biennium, Mary Noonan.
public information officer for the Regents, said.
The Regents were unable to fund all
new projects each institution requested for the three bienniums, Noonan said. The recommendations set

as top priorities expenditures for renovations and replacement of facilities
rather than expansion, she said.

spending in the next biennium will
near 20 percent, decreasing the
amount of instructional subsidies, she
said.
"Our worry is that at the same time
our state budget is becoming sparser,
that component of our state budget is
Sowing large, and that directly af?ts our subsidies," she explained.

BUT SHE added there are a few
projects, mostly at two-year institutions that are still growing, where
improvements for expansion were
given.
"There are a few projects on the list
where institutions are still growing
"THE ONLY component of our budand are short of facilities," she said. get that is really increasing is the debt
Noonan said the Regents are asking service, which really doesn't educate
for expansion limitations because anyone." she said.
they are reducing the amount of capiRobert McGeein, director of acatal improvement allocations to prevent decreased funding in demic facilities planning, resources
instructional subsidies and student planning and budgets, said the University requested nearly $40 million,
aid. which are top priorities.
Sne explained the state pays the which included a request for an addiinterest of revenue bonds they sell tion to the fine arts facilities. He said
from the debt service fund in the the existing fine arts facilities do not
operating budget. The state has ex- provide students with enough storage
ceeded the 10 percent spending limita- area for projects and do not permit
tion from the debt services fund in the them to work past regular classroom
operating budget, which will pay for hours.
"This is an academic facility that is
the overbudgeted improvements, she
said. Although the 10 percent limita- a very serious need on campus,"
tion was agreed upon years ago. McGeein said.

Crackdown

Ohio stiffens license requirements
documentation, and everything is ter issuing of driver licenses, Bishop
predicated on Social Security num- said.
The immediate over-the-counter isIn what may be part of a state trend bers, he explained.
The following are acceptable docu- suing of licenses contrasts with systo curb alcohol abuse, the Ohio Butems used by other states which have
reau of Motor Vehicles has made it ments:
a central issuance location to screen
harder to acquire duplicate drivers
applicants, Bishop said.
• an official Social Security card;
licenses.
"I'm not sure that it is going to
Duplicate licenses are issued to • military records;
drivers to replace those that have • any state's valid drivers license or solve the problem (of false IDs), but
been lost or stolen. This invites abuse official photo identification card with there is a need to tighten up on it,"
by those who want to obtain fake birth date and Social Security num- Police Chief Galen Ash said.
OTHER STATE ACTIONS to curb
ber;
licenses to purchase liquor.
"There is a great problem we have • a certified birth certificate or pass- alcohol abuse include a new law raising the drinking age to 19, signed by
with underage children getting li- port;
censes with older ages," Bill Bishop, • official correspondence from the Gov. James Rhodes Wednesday, and
BMV administrative assistant, said.
Internal Revenue Service, banking Blans to adopt stiffer penalties for
lose arrested driving under the influ"We (in Columbus) have had cases institutions or insurance companies;
of 14 and 15 year olds lined up on a • any document which the Registrar ence of alcohol.
Bishop said the license rules and the
two- block area of the strip waiting to of Motor Vehicles may approve indilaw to raise the drinking age are not
vidually.
get into bars," Bishop said.
STUDENT INDENTIFICATION "tied together, but they do relate."
There have been youths as young as
Raising the drinking age may cause
13 arrested under the influence of cards no longer will be accepted for
alcohol, Lt. Charles Foley, Columbus duplicating drivers licenses, Millie a larger problem with false identificaDuncan, license supervisor at the tions, Ash said.
Police Community Relations, said.
There is going to be an increase in
The BMV Registrar issued stricter Wood County AAA. said.
One method used to falsify a license attempts by underage youths with
state rules because so many duplifalse
IDs to enter bars and purchase
cates are used for false purchase of is memorizing someone else's Social
liquor, Bishop said. But, these rules Security number and then putting liquor, Ash said.
The law to raise the drinking age
apply to all types of drivers licenses, another name on the new license,
also will be difficult to enforce in a
including state identification cards, Duncan said.
The rules became effective Feb- University community. Ash added.
he said.
Falsifying information when obTO MORE STRICTLY CONTROL ruary 26 and letters notifying the
the issuing of identifications, only registrar's deputy agents concerning taining a license, or lending or borcertain documents will be accepted the new rules were sent April 19, rowing information or documents to
do so, is a minor misdemeanor, subbecause others are too easily falsi- Bishop said.
The new license rules were enacted ject to a $500 fine and/or six months in
fied. Bishop said.
The rules are more stringent on all to curtail abuse of the over-the-coun- jail, Bishop said.
by Al Szabo

G.S. public distorts CIA
role in Central America
Netters advance
Four members of Bowling
Green's men's tennis team have
advanced to the semi-finals in
singles competition at the MidAmerlcan Conference
championships, which will be
held today in Toledo. Detail*,
page 5.

Loafing around
SCHENECTADY, N.Y. (AP) —The
chefs weren't loafing when
they gave rise to this masterpiece.
It took a lot of crust, but the
culinary arts students of Schenectady County Community College managed to bake a loaf
of bread that is longer than
four football fields.
It stretches 1,256 feet, 2*4
inches and was baked over an
outdoor pit containing several
thousand pounds of charcoal.
Bruce Gajewski, the head
baker here, said the students
intended to make a submarine
sandwich,
but couldn't get
enough volunteers to stuff the
loaf with cold cuts.
The record cited in the 1982
Guinness Book of World Records is held by Franz Eichenauer, whose loaf baked in an
aluminum pipe oven in Peekskill.
N.Y., In 1979 measured 1,058
feet, 10 Inches.
Gajewski said he expects certification of this loaf from
the Guinness people in a matter
of weeks.
After the loaf was baked
Saturday it was sold in halffoot lengths for not much
dough at all — $1 a piece.

Editor's note: This is the second of a
two-part series on U.S. involvement in
Central America.
by Linda Perez
senior stalf reporter

Professor of History Dr. Jack
Thomas doesn't like to predict the
future - it's not a historian's place, he
says. Too often they make mistakes.
But Thomas did predict the 198S
constituent assembly elections in Nicaragua will only ba^a showcase for
Marxist views. The middle-class and
business people who supported the
Sandinista revolution three years ago
will likely be precluded from policymaking, he said.
This does not surprise Thomas, who
said the ruling junta in Nicaragua is
composed of nine Marxists.
'"They (the Sandinistas) have not
been concerned with human rights so
far," be said. "They close down the
newspapers when they print anything
that might reflect poorly on them.
And they wiped out the Miskito Indians, who apparently wanted greater
influence in controlling their own affairs."
THE EXPLANATION circulating
in Central America, as well as in the
United States, indicting the Central
Intelligence Agency for agitating the
Miskitos against the Sandinista government is a convenient one, Thomas
said. The same charge was made nine
years ago with the fall of Salvador
Allende in Chile.
But Chile was a country torn with
strikes, and the Latin American opposition did not need U.S. backing to pull
off their coup, he said.
And the Nicaraguan Sandinistas
are facing such opposition right now,
although it only may be in thepreliminary stages, Thomas said. He cited
the emergence of former Sandinista

guerillas, most notably Eden Pastora
(Commandante Cero in the Latin
American media), in democratic
Costa Rica, rebuking the Sandinistas
for having abandoned their original
objective of political pluralism. In a
recent press conference, Pastora said
he would establish a Nicaraguan government in exile, Thomas said.
The U.S. has a lengthy history of
intervention in Nicaragua, including
U.S. Marine occupation from 19091933 as well as American support of
the 45-year Somoza regime, he said,
adding most of the insurrections in
that country in Use past 100 years
were directed toward the U.S. government and American businesses with
heaw Nicaraguan investments.
BUT EL SALVADOR has never
been a country of diplomatic or military interest to the U.S. until the
current revolution, Thomas said. He
urged the Reagan administration to
continue sending military aid. At the
same time, American advisors should
not be pulled out, Thomas said, explaining such a move would only
serve to destabilize the Salvadoran
government, a government having
popular support, if one looks at the
turnout at election time.
"Some are saying that the domino
theory in Central America is much
more of a possibility than it was in
Southeast Asia. I'll tell you, the Soviet
Union doesn't help matters," he said,
alluding to Krushchev's threat during
the 1962 Cuban missile crisis to install
missiles in Europe to counteract the
missiles directed at Moscow.
"People are saying we should never
have let the Soviets get Cuba. I guess
you might conclude that there has
been a shift in the balance of power
between the two countries, with the
power struggle now staged in Central
America."
Dr. Thomas Anderson, professor of
geography, said he shares Thomas'
see NICARAGUA page 3
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Off the Wall

Greg Baranack, a sophomora MIS major, rappels down the north faca of
Memorial Mali. About a dozen students rappelled down the wall during their
Military Science 102 dais yesterday afternoon.

proposes student trustees
by Becky Bracht
senior staff reporter

A university board of trustees member has a large responsibility. Decisions affecting the entire university
community must be made in the best
lone-term interest of the institution.
Although students have never been
on boards of trustees at Ohio universities, the issue persists.
Ten years ago, a bill was introduced
to the Ohio Legislature by Rep. Mike
Stinziano (D-Columbus) that, if
passed, would have required all
boards to have one student member.
Every year since that time, Stinziano has introduced similar bills,
none of which have passed.
"They haven't passed because universities have consistently opposed
them," Stinziano said. "Most of the
time they try to undercut the bill
behind the scenes."
HOUSE BILL 18 is out of committee
and will reach the floor for a vote this
month. The bill, introduced last year
by Stinziano, would require two student members on all state university

boards of trustees.
According to the bill, five students
would be elected by the student body.
The governor then would choose the
two board members from this group
under the advisement of the university president. "The bill is in good
shape right now," he said. "There is
moderate support. I don't think the
House opposes the bill."
A similar bill has been recommended by a senate committee, but
has not been sent to the floor for a
vote, Stinziano said.
"Every year we make more progress and sooner or later it will happen," he said, adding that support for
the bill has grown.
The bill raves no criteria for the
election of the five students, but simply leaves it to the discretion of each
university's student government.
"We don't intend to dictate that
kind of legislation," he said. "I think
every campus is different. It would be
very difficult for the general assembly to apply standards for each campus to follow."
FRAZIER REAMS JR., president

of the University Board of Trustees,
said, "I don't think it's (a student
board member) necessary and it's not
advisable right now."
The University has a student representative to the Board, Reams said.
Undergraduate Student Government
President Bruce Johnson, the student
representative, is able to participate
in all except closed meetings and
gives reports to the Board on issues
concerning students.
There are some areas in which it is
not appropriate for a student to vote.
Reams said, including tenure and
finance-related decisions.
"I'm questioning the length of time
the student is at the institution," he
said. Four years is not a long enough
time to "get the feel" of the University, he said, adding a trustee's term
is nine years.
Most students are here for only four
years and during mis period!, the
student must take time to discover
where they want to go and what they
want to do, he said.
see BOARD page 3
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Care about issues
that are important
Letters to the editor have always acted as a fair barometer
with which to gauge the opinions and priorities in the
lives of the News' reading public.
Recently those letters have produced a particularly sickening trend. It seems that the most important things to today's
readers are the pennant races in baseball and defending or
condemning the Michael Stanley Band.
Even those letters which do deal with a topical issue, such
as rape, deal with it in a twisted manner.
The letters concerning rape have reflected a battle between those who do not want to be confronted with the issue,
and those who want it to be known that such a decadent act is
possible and all-too-often probable in our complacent university environment.
The ideas expressed under this column have recently been
condemned as Being too radical, or ignored because they deal
with issues not directly influencing the students at this
University.
First of all, there are very few things going on outside this
University which will not affect your lives in the future,
regardless of whether or not they affect you now. Why not
deal with them now, before they hit you hard when you are in
the "real world."
That is what college is all about, preparing for the future.
Preparing for the future does not just mean learning about
money management and hedonism.
Secondly, the Opinion column is a reflection of the political
and social beliefs of the editorial staff. If being politically
active and caring about social issues is radical, sign us up for
the cause. And we apologize for not burying our heads in the
sand like three-fourths of the students on tnis campus.
In the long run, all we can ask of you is that you CARE.
Care about something more than baseball and rock-and-roll
and whether you think the issue of rape should or should not
be force fed to the public.
Care about the victim before you call rape a soap box for
Women for Women. Care about the ramifications of a water
cartel, or cuts in social security, or the violation of human
rights in other countries before you dismiss it all as radicalism and move on to the sports section.
And respond. Show that you care. Bury your heads now and
you will never get the sand out.

Men do not emulate rapist/killers
On page four of the May 18 edition of
the BG News appeared an article
headlined "Culture turns rapists into
heroes." Journalistic and analytical
flaws in this news article simultaneously destroy the article's value

-L

Focus

by Jeff Mondak

and question the quality of this publication.
The article in question reports on a
workshop presentation by popular
culture graduate student Jane Caputi.
Caputi begins with the assertion that
"Spurred by the rapid growth of mass
media, the twentieth century culture
has mythologized Jack the Kipper so
that he is a hero to emulate in men's
minds." From this assertion steins a
wide array of conclusions including:
Rape is equal to mass-murder; rape
is a political crime; and, rapists are
heroes in men's minds.
The initial flaw that I find in this
article is the headline. It is presented
in the form of a declarative
statement. That is, it is presented as
fact. Not surprisingly, this type of
headline is normally reserved for
facts. Jane Caputi's workshop presentation can justifiably be labelled as
one of opinion, assertion, hypothesis,
etc. Not, however, fact. The BG News
has committed a critical error in
telling us in a headline that an assertion is a fact. The headline should
have read, as an example, "Student
claims culture turns rapists into
heroes." A front-page story in the
issue in question demonstrated the
proper form. The headline read "Republicans stress need for Social Security cuts," rather than, "Social
Security Cuts are needed."
The second flaw I see in the article
is in the relation between violent
mass-murder and rape. Jane Caputi
used several examples in an attempt
to demonstrate that violent massmurderers such as Jack the Ripper
have become heroes to men. She also
states that these murders are acts as
violent as rape. These two assertions
are seen as adequate to justify the
declaration in the headline that rapists have become heroes. This is ridiculously and inexcusably poor
analysis. It is analagous to stating
that because apples and oranges are
fruits of equivalent size and weight,
and because one's mother turns

apples into apple pie. she must also
turn oranges Into apple pie.
The third flaw I perceive in this
article is Caputi's claim regarding the
influence of the media. She states that
culture, particularly media, has
mythologized mass-murderers. ApSTOnlly only because that action was
ien, that action is assumed to have
been effective. Caputi generalizes
that in men's minds the mass-murderer is a hero. The problem is that
people do not, in fact, believe everything they read. I, for example, do not
believe that rapists are heroes just
because I read that they are in the BG
News. Regarding mass-murderers,
my limited survey (a sample size if
twenty men, which, interestingly, is
twenty greater than Caputi's, as reported in the BG News) has found that
as a whole - twenty of twenty - men do
not view mass-killers as heroes.

The fourth flaw I view in the article
regards Caputi's claims about the
"white male power elite." The article
states that in the case of rape, as in
the case of the lynching of blacks in
the South and of Vietnamese treated
with cruelty by American soldiers,
"The victims ... were members of a
despised group, and are kept down
purposely by the white male power
elite because they fear their own
positions will be taken by these
groups." To determine the validity of
this assertion, I decided to check my
notes from past meetings of the White
Male Power Elite. I then realized that
no such group exists on an organized
basis. The arts to which Caputi refers
have all occurred on an unsanctioned,
individual basis. I feel that she has
unduly condemned a quite large segment of America's population.
There are other flaws which would

Jeff Mondak is a sophomore business pre-law major from Middleburg
Heights.
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allow me to continue. There is no
reference, for example, to Caputi's
research methods; there is no reference to any cooperation with specialists in other pertinent fields, such as
sociologists or psychologists; there is,
in fart, no reference to any qualifications of the student in question which
would even remotely justify considering her claims to be factual, or even
newsworthy.
The flaws I have detailed are obviously not attributable solely to either Jane Caputi or the BG News. If
their respective functions in delivering workshop presentations and reporting news can be summed up
generally as a search for truth, I feel
that both have recklessly strayed
from the proper paths.
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LETTERS,
Center's Trlathalon
a complete success
Once again the Student Rec Center's annual Triathalon in conjuction
with UAO's Good Times Weekend was
a complete success. I want to express
my sincere appreciation to all the
volunteers for their time and effort. A
genuine thank you to Laurie Smith,
for without her assistance and support the race would have never gotten
off the ground.
Congratulations to the winners and
finishers for all the energy they put
into the race to make it a spectacular
event.
Bonlla Dugan

Military protects
freedom to protest
In response to the article in the BG
News about the protest against the
Air Force (May 14) I would like to
point out, to Cindy Dubielak, that she
was able to set up her little demonstration and make the front page
because she lives in the United States
of America (lest she forget).
The U.S. gives her the right to voice
her opinion, and yet, she seems to
have forgotten who is protecting her
and her rights.
Has Dubielak looked outside her
protected shell to notice that she lives
In the only country that allows her to
complain and continue living a normal life? I fail to understand why she
did not protest against Russia (Afghanistan) or Argentina (Falklands)
invasions.
Dubielak stated that "They (Air
Force) have no value on human life the land, the air - they have no value
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whatsoever
" I ask her why the
USA supports the United Nations,
NATO and the Red Cross (all military
backed) if they have no values?
I believe, Miss Dubielak, you should
seek out more information about the
military before stating such bigoted
views; or you have the choice of
moving to a country that has no
military protection, like Afghanistan.
Alan Claypool
341 Bromlield

Collins' cliches miss
the real MSB Intensity
The article in the May 18 issue of the
News was the final straw concerning
the radical viewpoints, closed
mindedness and simple journalistic
tactics of editor Tracy Collins.
For months now I've read onesided, cliche-filled articles from our
new editor; and I've simply let them
drift by due to my lack of time to
write. I've decided to make time for
his last article concerning the Michael Stanley concert.
Tracy Collins' review of the MSB
show contained almost one cliche per
paragraph, including: "The tune
came," "re-establish stronghold,"
"crowd pleaser," "had the crowd in
the palm of its hand," "highlight of
the evening" and "Kept the crowd
hanging." Any kind of writer at all
uses more imaginatmo and creativity
than that. Take a little time and make
your stories more than a composite of
previous quotes and one-liners.
This isn t even the point I'm trying
to make. I've seen the Clevelanders
play eleven times throughout their
many years as a band. I've seen the
band grow from four to seven members, dropping and adding musicians
along the way. Since their start they
have always been a Cleveland
oriented group. Ever since that beginning, Michael Stanley himself has
been the low-key member of the band.
Since his first album, "Michael Stanley," on which he was accompanied
by Todd Rungren, Rick Derringer and
Joe Walsh, Michael has been the song
writer with feeling. He sings not with
the bubble gum antics and circus
movements, but with true emotion
and obvious intensity.
Since this is the "first time" Tracy
Collins has ever seen MSB, I could not
understand his "disappointment at
the visual performance of Stanley
himself." Collins said Michael's vocals were only "good," and that "he
seemed to be an unimaginitive performer, lacking the electricity'' of
other rock V roll greats.
What Tracy Collins does not realize
is that Michael Stanley is almost 40
years old. He's worked long and hard
since his first release in 1972. His first
"electric" band member was Jonah
Koslen; Jonah went on to start hi*

own band, "Breathless," and now has
a new group together called, "The
Heroes. After his departure, MSB
grabbed Gary Markasky, who now
runs the high surges of hype and
sweat. Michael Stanley's job has
never been to bounce around stage
and "his on stage movement" has
always consisted of swaying with his
guitar, grinding his hips and walking
the stage with his array of facial
expressions. Michael Stanley sings
songs, songs that he wrote; he doesn't
even use cliches - think about it.
Creston B. Mapes
Thela Chi House Apt. 8
710 Sevan I h Street

ings. Detroit is now (as of May 18)
only one game out (of first place) with
a five-game winning streak whereas
Cleveland is eight games out and
falling fast. Detroit also had an eightgame winning streak. Detroit's longest losing streak was three in a row.
So Cleveland fans, from now back up
your accounts by facts or greenbacks
- Put your money where your mouth
Brian J. Barnes
110 Prout Hall

News' mistakes are
not racial or biased
I have seen a large amount of

criticism hurled at the BG News this
Idiots, er, Indians
The majority of it is seemneed financial backing quarter.
ingly well-founded, though perhaps

This letter is in regards to Mr.
Andorka's and Mr. Rositano's letter
calling the Cleveland Indians (Idiots)
superior to the Detroit Tigers. After
recovering from the abdominal pain I
suffered from laughing so hard at this
letter, I thought I would set the record
straight for good. First of all, the last
thing Idiot fans could hope for is
finishing higher than Detroit in the
standings. They will have their hands
full with Toronto in the fight for who
will finish in the celler. Andorka and
Rositano snowed the feelings of most
Cleveland fans in that the way to cut
down the Tigers is to say something
bad about Detroit. Quoting Pete
Franklin (your guess is as good as
mine who he is, I think he is a sportscaster) as calling Detroit "Murder
Town, U.S.A." is a poor way of trying
to cut down the baseball team. Anyway, back to the teams.
The Cleveland Idiot's pitching staff
is in no way, shape or form (certainly
not form) superior to that of the
Detroit Tigers. Both have two fine
iiitchers out of the starting four. Blyeven and Barker are fine pitchers for
Cleveland, but Blyleven is out for the
season and Barker does not have that
much experience. Detroit has Jack
Morris and Milt Wilcox, who are two
solid pitching veterans, with Dan Petry an up and coming star. Sorensen
and Denny for Cleveland are average
pitchers. Rick Waits (alias the Cleveland Sieve) could easily compare his
ERA (earned run average) with the
current unemployment rate. So there
is your starting pitchers comparison.
The two real problems with the
Cleveland Idiots is their inability to
produce runs consistently (even
though they are hitting well as a
team) and their horrendous defensive
play. Players who hit the ball into fair
territory against the Idiots expect to
get a hit out of it. Both of these things
are done exceptionally well by the
Detroit Tigers.
If you do not agree with any of these
statements, take a look at the stand-

stated out ofproportion. After reading
Ronald D. Ciancutti's letter (printed
May 14) and comments printed in the
May 14 edition of the Obsidian, I feel
the need to express my own views.
Like Mr. Ciancutti, I was unable to
dismiss the handling of the incident
involving Charles Pullom and its developements. To the average reader.
it appeared as though Mr. Pullom had
been singled out to receive the full
investigative treatment possible by
the News, while other incidents are
not quite so well covered.
Why was the Pullom incident given
such "special" attention? In the eyes

DOONESBURY

of those students quoted in the Obsidian, the fart that Mr. Pullom is black
was a key factor. If this was an
isolated occurence, perhaps. But the
number of complaints printed concerning a variety of stories in the
News makes he idea of racial prejudice illogical, based on ALL the evidence. I have carefully looked into the
situation. The reader can be assured
that if this student had found any
trace whatsoever of racial prejudice
in this situation, he would be the first
to put it in print. There was none.
However, there are those who
seemingly wait to shout "Discrimination!" as soon as the chance to do so
becomes available to them. This student admits that at first, the entire
situation seemed very suspicious to
him. But instead of forming an opinion on the limited amount of information available to him at the time, this
student sought out the facts. Prejudice and discrimination still exist in
our society in many forms. Anyone
who denies their existence is either
giinfully ignorant or willfully blind,
ut, it is my opinion that hurling
premature and possibly inaccruate
accusations at those involved does
nothing but cloud the issues and make
them more difficult to resolve.
Being a good journalist is a difficult
task. There are many pressures involved. Add the load of being a fulltime student to this, and the reader
will begin to understand the problems

facing the staff and editors of the
News each day. Creating the BG
News is a learning experience for the
students involved, the same as any
class assignment. We all should realize that part of the learning process is
making mistakes. This does not, in
any way, mean that the News consciously makes errors with the intent
of hurting or ignoring any individual
or organization. It simply means that
they are human.
However, knowing that mistakes
will be made does not excuse them.
The News had a responsibility to
gather information on major events of
interest to its readers ana to report it
in as timely and accurate a manner as
possible.
The kind and the amount of coverage given a story by the News is not
preconceived with any overtones of
racial, greek or any other type prejudice. Any mistakes are caused simply
by a combination of bad circumstances and inexperience. But if a
mistake is made, any action taken by
the News' staff SHOULD NOT END
with a public apology. It should start
there.
To the BG News: Remember, to enis human, but to ignore the lessons to
be learned from your mistakes is an
injustice to the profession you will one
day enter. I agree wholeheartedly
with Mr. Ciancutti: "CLEAN UP
YOUR STYLE!"
Von Regan Davis
146 Darrow

by Garry Trudeau
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Nicaragua.
. . . from Page 1
view that the CU has been indicted
without grounds for fomenting revolutions in Latin America. The image
many Americans have of the US.
supporting unpopular right-wing
dictatorships throughout Latin America is a distorted one, he said.
"FROM PERU NORTHWARD,
two-thirds of the governments are
popularly-elected civilian governments," Anderson said."Peru, Ecuador, Columbia, Venezuela,
Trinidad and Tobago, Dominica,
Santa Lucia - the United States supports economically, militarily, and
diplomatically every one of these
democracies.'
Yet he does not question whether
the outcome of El Salvador's March
elections for the constituent assembly
represented the will of the general
populace (a question in the minds of
those who oppose the U.S. sending
military aid to that countrv). Sixtytwo percent of the population voted,
Anderson said, calling it one of the
biggest voter turnouts at a Salvadoran election in years.
And even though the leftists were
invited to participate in the election
by the Duarte government, they chose
not to, Anderson said.
"There were two reasons why the
leftists chose not to participate in the
elections. Number one they would be
endangering their lives (if they entered the election)," he said."Yet my
own interpretation is that they didn't
have the popular support they said

they did; that it would be far easier
not to participate than to challenge
it."
THE SAME PEOPLE who criticize
the legitimacy of the Salvadoran elections are not looking deeply at Nicara?ua, who plans its first elections in
985, six years after they toppled
Somoza, Anderson said. And while he
admits Somoza was corrupt - "he
didn't necessarily own the construction business, but he owned the cement companies"- he wonders if the
Sandinistas are any better.
"Costa Rica trained Sandinistan
troops and provided them arms,"
Anderson said."In fact they lent far
more aid than Cuba (to the Sandinistas). Yet they've become increasingly
unfriendly toward the Nicaraguan
junta."
Trie Costa Rican use of the word
"junta" to describe the present Nicaraguan leaders carries particular significance, he said, given it is
considered synonymous with
dictatorship.
The U.S. still should send economic
aid to El Salvador and resume it to
Nicaragua, Anderson said. Yet we
must be on our guard against Marxist-Leninist elements in Central
America, he said, citing the Nicaraguans to be Marxist-Leninist
oriented.
"There is dam little evidence that
they'll (Marxist-Leninists) produce
the kind of society where political and
civil liberties flourish, liberties upon
which our system is based."

Students film 'motion' picture
by Lou Wllln
stdlf reporter
Twenty University students have
made an experimental film, "Locomotive, " for use in a national contest.
"It's not narrative like Hollywood,"
Carl Ferraro, graduate student in
Radio-TV-Film and producer/director of the film, said.
Because the 15-minute film is experimental,
1SV.1 UIIVIIHUl it uses one style throughout. he said.
" 'Locomotive' is defined as something that moves from place to
place," so a locomotive could be a
train, a car or a person, Ferraro said.
Ferraro said the film deals with
movement and form.
"What's most important is where it
(feet or wheels) nits the ground.
That's where the movement occurs,"
Ferraro said.
So in some parts, the film depicts
moving trains and a girl's feet as she
walks down a hall.
Ferraro said the film plays off this
interaction of wheels and metaphors.
One minute the cameras show train
wheels and the next minute they may
show the girl's feet. The film focuses
on her feet going up and down - a
metaphor - similar to the wheels of a
train, Ferraro said.
THE MESSAGE: '.'All are the same
thing, even though they are differ-

ent... They're aD for travel," ferraro said.
Ferraro describes the film as "avant garde," or futuristic. Having
cameras on the ground and having the
whole soundtrack synthesized makes
the film unique, which is what Ferraro and the crew want, he said.
"It's going to be very different from
ktnt we
asm nAnnii
I li» see.
Dan We're
U/it'm taking
tnlrino a
n
what
normally
chance; it could be a flop... We re
not sure how people will take it,"
Ferraro said.
"It was really satisfying because
it's a creative process, Pat Crowell,
production manager, said.
In some parts of the film, there
were three camera crews snooting
simultaneously, Ferraro said.
Ferraro said it may be the biggest
16-millimeter film project ever at the
University.
THE FILM COULD have cost $5,000
to $10,000 to put together, but the crew
saved at least $2,000, because of a
2,000-foot film donation and the University's discount processing, Ferraro said.
In addition, the students raised
more than $1,000 to do the film, Ferraro said.
Dave Mariasy, a student in the
College of Musical Arts, composed a
soundtrack of electronic synthesized
music for the film.

SPECIAL SUMMER
RATES

CALL 352-9378
Rental Office Located At The

Nm CluTtywood Health Spa

SUMMER JOBS
Cleveland, Columbus
Toledo, Akron, Canton
Sandusky, Mansfield

EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
CHAMPIONS
1 st Place Team MARKVANNATTA
KENMARJAK
2nd Place Team JEFF POWERS
HANK BARTOS

And Several Other Cities In Ohio.

Full Summer Work
$200 A WEEK and UP

Special thanks to
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
for their cooperation

"The student position would be better understood if we were able to
attend committee meetings and have
input on the final decision," he said.
"If students were full voting members it would ensure that the student
side of every story is at least heard,
understood and taken into account."
Having the position of student representative to the Board is an attempt
to open communication, but Johnson
said he does not think it is effective.
Although Johnson said it would be
better if a student voting member had
the chance to gain experience before
taking the position, he added, "Many
of the first-year board members
aren't any more capable than a student would be. The trustees sometimes have a hard time relating to the
academic community."

COOL DOWN WITH US
Cones
Sundaes"

Featuring Floats
Malts

Shakes Handdipped ice Cream Beverages
THE
GETAWAY
998 S. MAIN

352-4161 ■

SUMMER HOURS- OPEN TILL 10:30 I

Janice Reisig
Mary Beth Leo
Jim Wiandt

Rick Hug
Dave Mihelick
Juanita Knorr

Joyce Kotcherowski
Karen Baker
Kathy DeMedal

Carol Baver
Robin Boyd
Dave Weinandy

Come To Screening At
University Union
TAFT ROOM - 3rd Floor
Monday May 24 11:30. 1:30,3:30
Tuesday May 25 11:30. 1:30,3:30
HOLIDAY INN WOOSTER
Tuesday May 25 5:30.

V

"THE STUDENT representative is
there to voice the concerns of the
undergraduate student body," he
said. There is also a graduate student
representative to the board.
Johnson said his job as undergraduate representative is not clear-cut.
"I am invited to make comments at
Board of Trustee meetings. I'm rerisible for communication between
Board members and the student
body," he said.
Although he is able to voice student
concerns during the meetings and at
the Trustees' dinner the night before
the meeting, Johnson said decisions
already have been made.

VIP Would Like To Thank
The 81-82 Board For
A Job Well Done!

Lg. Nat'l Company
hiring In Following Areas

Proudly Announces

. . . from Page 1
The Board does think student imput
is important, Reams said.

contact
Fulbright Adviser
Research Services
372-2481

Houses Efficiencies. & Rooms

Crowell said making the film was
good experience for the students.
"WHEN THEY SHOT something it
was really essential and not busy
work," Crowell said. "They're doing
what they'd be doing in a real situation," Ferraro said.
The students have been working on
the film since winter quarter and will
get class credit for the project, Ferraro said.

Board

INTERESTED IN
GRADUATE
STUDY ABROAD ?

(furnished 2 bedroom)
HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT
only $500.00 for the
only $400 00 lor Ihe
entire summer
enlire summer

¥

Ferraro thought of the film idea and
wrote the script with two other graduate students in the art department.
The crew had four shooting days at
the Toledo Rail Station, three on Saturdays from 5 a.m. to about 5 p.m.,
Crowell said.
"It's fun even though we had to get
up early Saturday... It's a lot of
work; we couldn't do it without this
many people." she said.

r
LAST CHANCE FOR
SPRING QUARTER 1982
HBrush Up On Your Weight Training
* Skills At The SRC Advanced Co-ed
Weight Training Clinic
Location:
Meeting Place:
Cost:
! Date:
I Time:

Weight Rooms
Hooley Conference Room
$2.00
Tuesday May 25
5-7:30 pm

i up in SRC office 9-5 pm before Friday May 21. 1982

mm

Delta Upsilon

Bowling Gr

MUSIC
TREATS
4 PM till DARK

15 50 I Woosfer Bowling Greer, • 352 5211

■

wIMI

I C and Every Friday this Summer

POOLS IDE HAPPY HOURS

PROUDLY PRESENTS

32nd Annual Bike Race
TOMORROW, 11:00 A.M., IN
FRONT OF MATH SCIENCE
BUILDING

ZETA BETA TAU

Proudly Announces it's 33rd Annual
Spring Formal
Tony A Chorla
Sieve A Lori
Tom A TBA
Joe A Charlene
Mark A Tessie
CU A Kim
Wayne A Laura

Malt & Karen
Chris A Sharon
Kevin A Pam
Craig A Mary
Ben A Tammy
Kevin A Faylayn
Jim A Mary

Todd A Amy
Tom A TBA
Mickey A Minney
Sieve A Jenni
Nick A Meg^
Dave A Julie
Kevin A Lauri

Max A Erma
Ken A Karen
Mike ACL.
Larry A Teresa
Don A Lynn
Rhell A Scarlett
Joe A Sue

Rick A Lynn
Scon A Kim
Tim A Teresa
Keith A Rhonda
Popeye A Olive Oyl

COMING THIS
MONDAY NIGHT MAY 24

and Mr. A Mrs. Dick Cullufsen

WFAL AND RENEE'S PRESENT:

MA Y22, 1982

LAST SPRING - FLING'
,
l ROCK-NIGHT '82

DL BrotLr

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
re re

9

ito announce the f-^aiiUUf of (Oralher

Bus service to Renee's leaving the Student Union
Oval at 8:00, 9:00 and 10:00 p.m. Return trips a
number of times throughout the evening... Also
Remember there are plenty of 'ROCK' specials all
night long once at Renee's! See you there!
Your BG ID will
IKiMm'S get you in FREE!

PATRICK Q. MURPHY
^triendi 11 lay Call at tha
LaAili J4oui* Zrriday (Jjetwee,
tL JJourt of 2,00 and5:00 p.,

ri-Tfh I

RENEE'S

!

WFAL & RENEE'S
ROCK-BUS

Sa
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Sigma Chi events set
The 32nd annual Sigma
Chi Derby Day events will
be held at this weekend
with proceeds going to the
Wallace Village for Children.
Located in Bromfield,
Colorado. Wallace Village
is one of the few centers
soley responsible for treating and rehabilitating chil-

dren with minimal brain
damage.
Today, Derby Day
events will begin at noon
with a "Buttona, Bodies
and Bowlers," game.
Beginning at 11:30 p.m.
on Saturday, the individual
£ames competitions will
ike place.

CORRECTION
In yesterday's BG News, the SubMe-Quick coupon for "75* Off Per
Tab" was incorrectly printed.
The coupon should have read "30*
Off Any 8-Inch Sub."
Sub-Me-Quick

Sub-Me-Quick

30* OFF

75* OFF
2ft. Sub

Any 8" Sub
Carry-out or
Delivery
143E. Wooster

Carrv out or
Delivery

*

143E. Wooster

*

352-4683
Op»n 11nn OtHwv attw 4 30

352-4663
Open 11 «m Detve/y in* 4 30

Sub-Me-Quick

Sub-Me-Quick

75* OFF 30* OFF
With Purchase of

of Any 2 8' Subs

Any 8" Sub
Carry-out or
Delivery

Carry-out or
Delivery
*
143 E. Wooster
352 4883
Open 11 am Dotwfy alter 4 30

143 E. Wooster*
362-4683
Open 11 em Oaivery *t»f 4 30

Fraternity gears up for bike race
by Jean Dlmeo
senior stall reporter

race chairman, said this is
the same course used for
the 1979 race.

The oldest greek event
on campus, the Delta Upsilon Bike Race, will move
its course this year from
the stadium track to
around the campus.

Twelve fraternities have
entered the competition,
each having 10-man teams.
Each team is charged an
entry fee and the proceeds
will benefit the Northwest
Ohio American Heart Association.

The 32nd Annual Bike
Race, which will begin at
11 a.m. Saturday, will start
and finish in front of the
Math-Science Building.
Andy Niekamp, bike

Teams will have staggered starts in front of the
Math-Science Building,
turn right on North College
Avenue and continue to

Merry Street.
The riders will turn right
on Merry Street, pass Oak
Grove Cemetery to Willard
Street and turn right
again.
THEY WILL CONTINUE on Willard Street
to Ridge Street, turn right
on Ridge Street, pass the
Student Health Center and
return to the Math-Science
Building.
Niekamp said they had
Elanned to have the race at
le Doyt L. Perry Stadium
again but- complications

arose and the course was
changed.
"We like this track better and it should make for
a good competition," he
said.
Delta Upsilon applied for
a permit so traffic can be
blocked around the route.
The race is SO laps
(about 55 miles). Each
rider will drive the 1.1 mile
lap and make the "exchange" with a teammate
in front of the Math-Science Building.
"The exchange is

unique," Niekamp said,
adding two brothers not on
the team lift the rider off
the bike, while another teammate grabs the handlebars andjumps on.
"The idea is that the bike
should be in continuous
motion throughout the
race," he added.
HUFFY BICYCLE Company donated 20 bikes to
the DU's in 1980, which are
lent each year to the
teams, he said.
"Until 1980, a lot of the
fraternities couldn't enter

AND

LAST CHANCE

PRESENT

when 24- and 55-year-old
stones were destroyed in
two incidents, Argust
"Buck" Buckler, maintenance foreman said.
When vandals destroy a
stone in the cemetery,
they're destroying someone's lifetime dream,
Buckler said.
Many of the stones in the
cemetery originally were
cast of limestone or sandstone, which is softer
material, more subject to
deterioration, he said.
NOW, THE ONLY destructive incidents are isolated breakage, he said.
When someone walks past
and kicks the obelisk or
placard-style stones, these
softer monuments easily
crack, break, and fall,
sometimes in too many

by Marilyn Rotinikl

staff reporter
Oak Grove Cemetery,
surrounded by the vitality
of campus life, creates a
stark contrast between today and the memories of
the past.
It s like entering another
world - the world of the
dead. And the stones there
are intended to immortalize a loved one - preserve
their name forever. Passing through the gate, the
stone ana cement fence
bears the inscription 1898.
The cemetery was established by the community in
the mid 1800's.
Bascially, Oak Grove is
peaceful. The only major
incidents of destruction
were in January 1979,

pieces to repair, Buckler
said.
"We pick up the pieces
and set them up the best
we can," he said. But in
most cases, the relatives
also are gone, so there is no
one to notify or pay for
more complete repairs.
Flat marker stones
sometimes sink into the
grass, Buckler said. While
it is not the responsibility
of the maintenance crews
to lift such markers, when
they have time they try to
raise them to ground level,
he added.
April and May are the
busiest times for the maintenance crews, clearing
the debris of winter and
getting ready for the increased visitation near
Memorial Day.

"The cemetery has to be
ress for the Memorial
Parade which ends
with ceremonies at the
mound," he said. The flagpole and marker pay tribute to the unknown soldiers
who died in military service.
THE CEMETERY also
includes several unusual
markers. Buckler said.
A large quarried rock
was rolled in to serve as a
family plot marker in 1904.
Another quarried stone
was embedded with marbles but vandals chipped
them out, he said.
A marker from the 1800's
is in the shape of a tree.
The smaller markers for
individual family members are tree stumps.
Another monument looks

like a miniature medieval
cathedral.
But Oak Grove also includes a paupers section
where those who can't afford the cost of burial are
interred. This is the final
resting spot for many infants with only temporary
metal markers provided
by the funeral home to
remember them by. Eventually no one remembers.
But one old man still
mourns his wife who died
in the fall. He visits her
grave three or four times a
day. Buckler said.
"He'll worry himself to
death," he said, adding
that he advises people to
try to forget and go on with
living.
"DEAD MEN won't hurt
you, but living ones will,"

~ *^
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214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green
Phone:352-1195
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MONDAY, May 24th

SPECIAL RATES
ON FALL LEASES, 1982

LU

FREE Admission With BG I.D.
FREE Bus Rides Leaving Union Oval
at 8, 9, 10 p.m.
Drink Specials All Nite
TO ROCK-OUT BEFORE —

Furnished or Unfurnished
Hours: Mon.—Fri. 9—12 & 1—5
Efficiencies:
2 Bedrooms:
Unfurnished: $200 Unfurnished: $265
Furnished: $225
Furnished: $285
Landlord Pays
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
All Utilities
Resident Pays Electric Lights
* Laundry facilities available * Qas heat
* Swimming pool * Party room
* Game room * Sauna
All Residents are Granted the Privilege ot a Membership
to the Cherrywood Health Spa

Loudonville, OH
May 22, 1982
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ONE LOW PRICE

35th ANNUAL
CONTACT
LDBB"

DAWN DANCE "82"

AT THE ran run

Guaranty No Finer Lenses
Available at Any Price

Burlinqlon Optical

SUMMER
RENTAL

BROTSSRS S THEIR DATES

INC

11616 E. WOOSTER STADIUM PLAZA 3153 SYLVANIA TOLEDO
195 S. RE YNOLDS TOLEDO
BOWLING GREEN 352-2533
472-1113
' 382-2020
lEYES EXAMINED BY DR. KENNETH G. BARKER OP. ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS V. LI C OMbJ

DtUGRO

Em c JU

BRIM G LAURIE
BRAD e UTB7
BOB G BWTIR
CSEECB G CHOIG
WILLIE 6 BECK
HAIRBAU G GOLDIE
DOC G TiH
WILLT G SUSIE
CHIP G CIMA
JOJO G TUS
JEIT G CBERTL
CLMX G BUT
RICH G MICHELE

BooFoo G DEB
SCOTT G DAPME
CJB G JSIIT '
JOE MAMMA G DAWI
BILL KIMBER
DAVID G USA
BILL G CBOISA
LAUREL C BMST
SAC1M0 G MICHELE
EAT G CM
Jim G Maryanne
TERRY G SALLT
STAIG SITE
DEBIT G F&TTI
MB. LOIGBEMCB G GAIL

Sidewalk Sale
\ Thursday - Saturday

|V2
Price
I On Many Items!
IThe
Source
I
518 E. Wooster
Phone
352-7444

he said. "Nobody likes to
bury people, but working
here in a cemetery is a nice
peaceful place. It's beautiful here.''
The crews are called to
do most burials in December, January and February, he said.
"Many older people r iccumb to the winter
weather because they
don't take the advice
against shoveling and have
heart attacks," he said.
The cemetery is not a
Srofit-making venture for
le city, and loses $150,000
yearly, Buckler said.
Many plots were bought in
the late 1800's and still are
not used but must be maintained. Lots cost between
$125 and $175, depending on
the location, he said.

Meadowview Court
Apartments

IT'S HERE AGIAN...

%&&&

ROCK ■ NITE

Mon-Fri 10-8
Sat 10-6

The race was eventually
shortened to about three
hours because it is such a
grueling event, Ed Citro,
assistant chairman, said.
Dr. Paul Olscamp, president-elect and Delta Upsilon member, will visit the
University this weekend
and will be asked to attend
the event, Citro said.

Vandals disrupt graveyard's peace

1

ftmi—

because they didn't have
bikes," Niekamp said.
The first race was held in
1951 and was 400 laps, be
said, adding the race was a
24-hour marathon.

BICBTCHDT

2 Bedrooms Close
To Campus

SLIP S JAMIE
BOB G BOOB ITME OFT!)
JEFF G SAIDT
STEVE G DOHA
MUEEAT G AMT
EEITHGMART
DAVE G SUE
KILLER G RISE
V.D. G 0L0E1A
BOIES G m
DAVE G EEJSTIE
JOBIG BMDT
MIOUEL C JAMIE
JSFFCMDBEA
CBAiTT G TBE LUCET OIE

Efficiency for
$75.00-month
1 Bedroom for
$100.00-month
MAURER-GREEN
RENTALS
224 E. WOOSTER

W°717
1

KA s are Fired up for their dream dates

V

Minnelli & B. Dudley Zig & Zag
Laura & Byrne Outt
Tara & Rhett
Schreckie & Yeffy
Angie & Mick Lite
Chip & Dale
Donna & Wayner
Diane & Dan Delion Kalhy & Al E. Gator
Trixie & Peril
Alice & Mike Raphone
Gumby & Pokie
Lisa & Jack Pott
Sandy & Bunhead
Julie K & Mr. Right
Hane & Bill Board
Renee & Mark O. Polo
Mary & Joe Kerr
Connie & Blyde
Randi & Ponch
Tammy & Dagwood
Mommy & Daddy
Teri & Luke Warm
Lanrn * PPIP Moss
Myrna & Buddah
Leslie & Jim Shorts Dawn & Strange Ranger
Diane & Phil Erup

Julie & Jack Daniels
Terri & Mack Donalds

Carol & Joe Mama

Play to Win
^
at the
$&
POKER TOURNAMENT

Dawn Juan & Lance Romance

Frank & Furter
Sue & Bill Yerd
Teri & Dan Druff

Carol & Rock Starr
Jodie & Foster
Diane & The Man

Cindy & Noah Drake

Mon. May 24
8 PM
Mid Am Room, Harshman

Kale & Jail Bate

Cindy & Wally Cronkite
Jamie & C. Reeves
Ahsa & Jeff Ery

v1**

5c

**©

W^
«£v
wb
Findlay KOA

*>*4 W

SIGN UP BY TODAY IN
the UAO Office. Entry fee $l
3rd Floor Union
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Gill has no favorites

Falcon tracksters aim for MAC improvement

in MAC tennis finale

by Joe Maglll
sports reporter

Ball State, Western Michigan, and Ohio University.

by Keith Walther
assistant sports editor

Bowling Green's
men's tennis team enjoyed great success in
the first day of the MidAmerican Conference
championships, yesterday, in Toledo.
The Falcons advanced four of their six
singles players to the
semi-finals, and two BG
netters — Rick Bechtel
at first singles and Bud
Vetter at fifth singles victimized the top seeds
in their divisions.
Also advanced to the
semi-final round for the
Falcons were Steve
Beier at third singles
and Eric Hoecker at
sixth singles.
As a team, the Falcons are in a three-way
tie for second place with
9^ points with Ohio University and Western
Michigan. Miami leads
the championship with
12 points.
Bechtel surprised
Dave Sommervllle of
Western Michigan — the
top seed at number one
singles — 1-6, 6-3, 6-2, to
advance, while Vetter
disposed of Ball State's
Eddie O'Korn —the top
seed at sixth singles.
"In my 14 years as
head coach here. I can't
remember a better start
than we got off to today." BG coach Bob GUI
said. "I swear that today we won more threeset matches than we did
all season long."
The semi-finals In singles will be held in Toledo today, as well as all
of the doubles matches
up to the semi-final
round.

Bowling Green's men's
tennis coach Bob Gill
would not make a prediction for this weekend's season-ending Mid-American
Conference championships
in Toledo. And you can't
blame him.
With a championship
tournament, there's no
way to safely predict the
outcome. Much of it is the
so-called 'luck of the
draw'. Looking at the way
it (the draw) came out for
the Falcons, it could be a
lone weekend.
"I don't want to go out on
a limb and make a prediction," he explained. "I
Bicked the wrong horse in
le Kentucky Derby, so
I'm playing it safe. There
are a lot of factors involved."
The factors include
where each Bowling Green
player is placed in his respective flight. The Falcons obtained no seeds, as
expected, but had three
places where individuals
gained 'platings' (where,
although not seeded, the
player would not be
matched against a seeded
player until the semi-finals).
"Rick Bechtel (number
one singles), and Steve
Beier (at number three)
might be the happiest
among the players about
their draws," Gill said.
"But it really doesn't matter. If one guy pulls an
upset or two, it can make
all the difference in
whether we might finish
ahead of a certain team or
not.
THE FALCONS finished
the regular season with a 54 mark against other MAC
teams. They lost to Miami.

uutm:.:;:.:;::::: ::::::::::::»s:::.u:
FRISBEE GOLF
TOURNAMENT

Last season the Falcons
finished sixth in the MAC
championships and ended
the year with a 15-10 record. This season, BG
ended up with an 11-14 record. But their record in
the MAC and all the close
losses that the team had
this spring leads one to
believe that they possess
more talent then their record would indicate.
Western Michigan is the
defending champion, but
the Broncos lost matches
to both Miami and Ohio
University this season. Miami, also one of the favorites, is W) against MAC
opponents this year.
THE FALCONS, besides
Bechtel and Beier, will
field Barry Conlan at number two singles, Jim Demos at four, senior Bud
Vetter at number five, and
Eric Hoecker edged out
Alan Benson for the number sue singles slot. At doubles, BG will place Conlan
and Demos and number
one, Beier and Vetter and
number two, and Benson
and Hoecker and third doubles.
Matches started yesterday and will extend
through Saturday. Semifinal action in singles will
begin at today at 9 a.m.

While a few teams will
be trying to win this weekend's Mid-American Conference track
championship. Bowling
Green will be looking for
one thing - improvement.
The Falcons have not
finished better than fifth in
the MAC in the last five
years, and placed sixth
and seventh in 1980 and
1981, respectively. BG
coach Tom Wright feels
that this, his second MAC
championship meet, would
be as good as any to improve on those finishes.
"I think a reasonable
goal for us is to finish in the
top half," Wright said. "If
everybody can do well,
then we have a good shot at
placing in the top division."
WRIGHT SAID that
Eastern Michigan is the
team favored to win the
meet, with Western Michigan and Miami battling for
second and third. After
that, it is open between
BG, Ohio, Kent, Toledo and
Central Michigan.
Before Wright took over
the team two years ago,
BG was known for having
one of the best middle distance programs in the nation, but the overall depth
of the team was sometimes
lacking.
When he became coach,

Wright said he would at
tempt to keep the middle
distance program at its
present state, while also
trying to improve the other
facets of the track team.
Apparently, he is well on
the way toward accomBowllng Green's Jeff
Martin, running in his
final collegiate meet,
finished sixth in the
10,000-meter run with a
time of 30:57.1 at the
Mid-American Conference men's outdoor
track and field
championships, yesterday, in Toledo.
plishing that goal.

This year's MAC meet
could be the first in a long
time in which the Falcons
score more points in the
field events than the running events. In the past.
BG usually had to place all
of the scoring burden on its
runners.
TWO EVENTS in which
the Falcons figure to score
well are the javelin and the
high jump. In both events
BG has an athlete that
could conceivably win the
event, and another that
should place well.

University Village Aprrtments
University Court Apartments
1520 Clough St - Rental Office
Phone 352-0164

LEASING FOR FALL
EIGHTH STREET APTS.
803-815 Eighth St.
SPECIAL RATES
for Limited Time Only

Spacious two bedroom, furnished apartments for
82'83 school year Gas hPat and cooking paid
(Residents pay electric only ) Central air conditioning close to campus, stores and movie
theaters
Three and lour person rates stiH
available CALL NOW'

MAURER-GREEN RENTALS
224 E. Wooster St.
THfGMMMTESI 1
►♦♦♦•♦♦♦4

ilill'll

Friday May 21st

g

CDKT
PHI KAPPA PSI

BEER BLAST
X AM y>° on*«*

PH. 152-0745

STAMUMPIAZA BOWIING GREEN

Piay2l &00-I2--00
:h,
lortheast
uommons

■■■illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllH

AAII's Rampant
Lion Goes Hawiian
Spring 1982
WHO WILL YOU LEI?
Wntp ■■ rr> ni km <l» finiiil—I ■MITU
growing ttp 9wmt mad*!

Chocolate Chip & Cookie
Baggit & Cannit
Early Bird & the Worm
Shammy Ann Marie & Kenny
Megan & Rich
Suzy Q & the "Mystery Man"

3RD BIG"

Ymill l?c dad YPU r**1
AT 7:30 — 9:15
SAT. MAT. 2:00 SUN. MAT. 2 -

CLA-ZEL
•THEATRE•
N MAIN B C

miMAKl YOU LAUGH...
TH.YOUCKY.
NEHSIMOhfS

|-PRICE

$1.00 ;
PAUL NEWMAN
SALLY FIELD

dn$l/faT&$ .3f

CE

Margaret & Bill
Rowboat & Randy
Silv & Chris
Mary Jane & Ron
Nancy & Doug
Bakes & Doug
Tracy & Derrick
Jean & Tom
Andrea & Larry
2-V & Al
Kathy & Brett
Brenda & Terry
Cathleen & "Mack"
MGM 6 Leis
Loren & Kelly
Matty & Skip

THIS

MONDAY

IS YOUR LAST DAY
TO SIGN UP FOR THE

FREE
Stereo Repair & Care
7 p.m.- Tuesday May 25
at...

sound
Associates

Sign Up In The UAO Office
=tiS_i££yiQ9£jJnior,

Preferred Properties!

Shoe & Tom
Chipper & Mike
Debbie & the big "H"
Mary Beth & Dave
Maag & Mark
Tara & Chris
Nance & Ken
Terri & Dan
Kaye & Dave
Brandt & Boab
Calvin & Gloria
Whip & Mike
Carol Sue & John
Kathy & Tim
Zwebo & Rugger
Marybeth & Dave
Hit Woman & John

Buffy & Sylavania
Becky & Tim
Barbie & Ken
Jane Doe & Nick the D.
Brenda & Harold
Steph & Pippin
Alphie & Violet
Jackie & John
Kim R & Ted
Joy & Jeff
Cathy T & Steve
Sandy & Allan
Karen & Bob
Jenny & Bob
Debbie & Bill
Julie & Mark

; i

PIEDMONT APTS - HAVENHOUSEJj
"Apt. Complexes "Houses. 'Efficiencies ',

furnished or unfurnished
Phone: 352-9378
9:00 4:30 Mon-Fri
■I.M lllllllllll I l.l.t Mi MJ 11 At t t.l.M.1,1111

$260.00 plus elec. plus gas

ISTA&1VM CINEMA 1*2

well in both the 400-meter
relay and the 1,600-meter
relay. As of last weekend,
BG had the MAC'S second
best time in the 400 relay,
and the fourth best in the
1.600 relay.
"In the running events,
people are going to have to
rise to the occasion and do
their best" Wright said.
"They will have to give
their best performances of
the year in order to score."

NOW RENTING

2 Bedroom Furn. Apts.

STUDENT RECREATION
CENTER
Bring Your Frisbee
And Get Teed Off!!
tlllllllllllllllllllfHHHSSSKKMUUfr

hopes he can more than
duplicate that feat this
year.
"I hope Derrick's success this season will be a
building block for him to do
well in the conference,"
Wright said. "He scored as
a freshman and should be
able to do better this year.
He has the capability to
place well in both events."
Wright said the Falcons
should also be able to score

835 High St.
Rental Office Located at the
New Cherry wood Health Spa

WrVWWVtrWlMrVUWWVWy,

352-0717

at 5:00

Bill Hampton probably
has the best chance of any
Falcon to win an event. He
Slaced 4th in the javelin
»o years ago in the MAC,
and then redshirted last
year, due to a rib injury.
This year he has been at or
near the top of the conference javelin list for the
entire season. Tom Graffice, who has the MAC's
fourth best toss of the season, should also place well.
"The javelin is probably
the best event that we have
to score well," Wright
said. "Hopefully we can
get two places there, and
maybe even a first."
Pete Yaskowitz and Dan
Safkow are what Wright
hopes will be a one-two
?until in the high lump,
askowitz is one of two
jumpers in the conference
to have cleared seven feet,
and Safkow is right behind
with a leap of 6-10 3/4.
THE LEADING RUNNER for BG will probably
be sprinter Derrick Smith
who has the MAC's second
best time in the 200-meter
dash, and the fourth best
time in the 100-meter dash.
Smith finished in a tie for
fifth in the 100 last year as
a freshman, and Wright

What Are YflUT Housing Priorities?
Location?
Space?
Economy?
Service?
We can help because we still
have a good selection of 1 &2
bedroom apts.
1 bedroom from $235 to $300 per month
2 bedroom from $240 to $425 per month

PENDLETON MGT. CO.
853 Napoloon Rd. Apt 5 Office
352-2276

352-6985

352-6167

4TH ANNUAL
SIDEWALK SALE
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
May20,21,22

UP TO 70% OFF
BRAND NAME SHOES
Nike Adidas
Converse Puma
Bathing Suits - Up to 30% off
Warm Ups - Up to 30% off
Ball Gloves - 30% off List Price
T-Shirts & Shorts - Discounted

DON'T MISS OUT!
10:00-6:00
Bring This Ad for $1.00 Off a pr. of Socks

Many In - Store Specials

LAKE ERIE
SPORTS, INC.

522 E. Wooster
Your B.G. Sports Headquarters
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CLASSIFIEDS

CONGRATULATIONS TO
BETH
BLOME ON YOUR CHI O—DELTA
LAVAUERING TO JERRY WE WISH
YOU BOTH LOTS OF HAPPINESS
LOVE. YOUR SISTERS

Closssrfied rote. Ota40c per Una 61.10 mltilmm.. MtD TV PI 50. e.tro p..
od. Appronimalely 35 to X spaces per lift*
CAOWUS/CITT IVIHTt lisllnos for non-proM. DuWk service ocllvltles will b.
tn*».ted Oiq for free and of ••oulor rates Ihoroorlor.
Oaodlir,. lor oil listing! I> 2 doys belor. publication ol 4:00 p.m. Ffldoy ol
4 p.m. Is the deadline lor tho Tuesday edition
Classified lorm. or* o.oilobl. ol In. OO Dm elfke. 10* Unlvecslty Hell.

Congratulations to the 1662-61 Sophlatlcated Ladles Owen Frailer
Tent Houshour. Debl SandaJlus,
and Chris Schne*. Alternatea are
Judl Letslnger and Kelly Alter Best
of luck to all In the upcoming year
and a special thanks to the 1661-62
Sophisticated Ladles tor a job wall
dorse. Lows. Your Chl-0 Sisters

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
OoorJ Morning May 21
■oak Svrsp snd SellMay 24ffi Aluna
RoonVUraon from 1-4 30 Cal to
reserve space lor mor* than 5 books
372-0145 or 372-0033 famous
B G pools trading, taartg. and giving
away srgned poams' Sponsored by
Svjrna Tau Delta
Last day tor aluminum can racydang Is Tuesday May 25 between
10 30 and 3 30 MI ma Forum ol the
Student Services Brdg Money vntj be
msled to those bringing cans in that

«a
LOST AND FOUND
LOST at Ox Roast Sat around
12 30 Elec Ighter Gold with wood
gram Lost at entrance Sentimental
valua Reward Cal 352-9383
LOST Sat night, red. green ft white
Hag of Kappa Sigma Fraternity
$25 00 REWARD if returned 3722067
LOST Small leather change purse St
OX ROAST Please cal Cinch. 3522130
No quaslions asked
THANKS'

Paddy Murphy

ATTENTION: ALL WOMEN WHO
ATTEN0E0 THE FALL MUSH INFO
fwTE ON MAY 12—There am 2
correction a to be made: 1) Fall Rush
•nil be from luea . Aug. 24 thru
Sal.. Sept 4. 1M2. and 2) You will
receive only 1 mailing by Alto. 11.
ATTENTION'
ALL SORORITY WOMEN.
WATCH THE GREEK MEN
PUMP AND PEDAL AT THE
0U BaXE RACE. MAY 22NOII
Attention Al Sigma Nua>
Saturday • THE day
and we rust wanted to say.
we're behind you al the way'
Good Luck Sigma Nu Bike Race
Team'
Love, the Ul Sisses
AT 11:00 AM. IN FRONT OF
THE MATH SCIENCE BUILDING.
THE 0U BIKE RACE WILL START
COME WATCH THE OLDEST
GREEK EVENT ON CAMPUS!

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 00 A.M. - 10:00 P.M.
1-60O-43B-3550

TUCKER TYPING
Professional. Reasonable Full-time
Typing Service NANCV. 35 2 0609
KATHY CALZONEM Welcome back!
It's WILD tlmal Wa know it's hard to
leave all those rich, handsome man
at A4M. but you'll lust have to bear
HI N'a Urns lor a browskl to en|oy
Hawaii' Did »OU bring your Iniurance? BO Love. A-10

PERSONAL

THE DU BIKE RACE IS
TOMOtsrYOWl
DaaZees.
Wa loved your sign.
And we're cranked as he*'
But our desires we cannot taa.
To lead you down to Derby Day.
DZ'S wa do it. Its Zappa's Way"
MaffandZavas
Darby Dey Is almost Kara.
So gat psyched Gamma Phis fat's
show them our cheer. With our
Darby Darting Terns A our great
Darby team. We'll sura to be victorious under the crescent moon-

baam
DERBY DAYS GAMES. Sal. 2-6
DERBY DAYS GAMES, Sat. 2-6
AT COLLEGE PARK

AZ'S-GET HIGH ON DERBY DAYS'
GIVE EM HELL'
COOP AND BOGUE

DO'S—Take a coach to formal
Take a coach to formal
Its the DERBY'-GRIFF ft DUFF

Beth—I had a great tin* Tuesday
night Let's go to canoe-canoe' But
don't forget to rush your breath
Low. 8 J PS Cal me al 867-5309

DO YOU WANT TO BE
REMEMBERED AT B.C.?
Here's your chance' Senior Challenge '62 will help "Enhance
BGSU'S Margin ol Excellence "with
a Library Endowment Fund. Take
this opportunity to bo remembered.
Pledge Today!

BtG LAURIE-CONGRATS ON BEING ELECTED PHI KAPPA PSI LI L
SIS TREASURER I'M GLAD TO
HAVE A BIG UKE YOU UL ANITA
B ft J CONGRATULATIONS ON
YOUR EXTRA-SPECIAL LAVAUER
ING" YOU SURPRISED A LOT OF
PEOPLE. BUT YOU DIDN'T SURPRISE ME" I AM REALLY HAPPY
FOR YOU LOVE. THE THIRD HALF
P S WHERE S MY REAL PELT??
CALL SONYA HANSON AT
352-1217 AND WISH HER A
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!

SERVICES OFFERED

CongratulatJona Patty Oltpin on
your Qatnma Ptu-Skg Ep lavallering
A Barb Laux on your engagement.
Wa km you both. Love, your sisters.

CAROL LANGLEY. Congratulations
on you office of 1st up for the
Starduster Pledge Class Keep up the
good work on getting those Kappa
Sigma nterviews' I'm looking forward
to meeting you' Your Big Srs

DU'S-GOOD LUCK WITH THE BIKE
RACE' GET PSYCHED FOR THE
BATHTUB RACE. ONLY TWO MORE
WEEKS' YOUR COACHES
GOING TO BE HERE THIS SUMMER? VOLUNTEER WITH PREREQ. 405 STUDENT SERVICES.
Good luck m me Derby AXO's With a
Daring Ike Kathy end gats kke you.
there ami no way we can lose Your
coaches
Goad luck Mike and Reese on your
on your Delta Sigma PI Induction
this Sat. Congratulations" Love,
Nash
Happy Hours 4-7.30 p.m.
Specials Specials Specials
LONGBRANCH SALOON 352-3703

WANTED" ACTORS. SINGERS
DANCERS
MUSICIANS.
STAGE
TECHNICIANS. PUBLICITY
AND
VOLUNTEER STAFF, lor me summer
musical BRK3ADOON Auditions May
21 ft 22. in the Moore Musical Arts
Canter Phone. 372-2181 for further

Hay Kool Kev Your vary list
classified— so don't fall asleep in the
canoe' Gel reedy for a great time
tomorrow' I am' Smcerefy. Skjl

THE 32ND ANNUAL
DELTA UPSILON
BIKE RACE IS TOMORROW!!

If your house las a good time. Bra
Tame and Lynn, a Darby Day victory
you war surely wm< Good luck Gamma
Phis' Love. Rich and Tony

ALPHA CHI OMEGA GET PSYCHE0
FOR DERBY DAYS LOVE. YOUR
COACHES WE ARE GONNA WIN IT
ALL!

COME AND SEE THE OLDEST
GREEK EVENT ON CAMPUS
THE DU BIKE RACE, MAY 22N0!

ALPHA PHIS-WE KNOW WHO'S
GOT THE BEST TEAM AND SPIRIT
EVERYBODY ELSE WILL KNOW AFTER SATURDAY1 GO PHIS" LETS
WIN THE DERBY" LOVE. RICER
AND SPIDEY

CONGRATULATIONS TO JENNIFER
BRYZENSKI ON YOUR CHI-O— ALPHA SIG LAVAUERING BEST OF
LUCK AND HAPPINESS ARE
WISHED FOR BOTH OF YOU LOVE.
YOUR SISTERS

THE DU BIKE RACE IS
TOMORROW!
It's time once again tor the Delta ft
Gemma Phis lo strike up the music
A party all night! Gat psyched Oelts
ft well see you tonight!!!
ITS YOUR LAST CHANGE'
Mon May 24th is your last chance lo
Rock Out with WFAL and Ranee's

6-6 616 IIIIIIIIIOIIH Mo. UIHI5 66 6TTII liTTaiTTITI BIT 6 IW|

Karen Cecora.
I'm ptaaaad you plckad ma to oa your
big1 Coma to my room Sunday avaning. I hava aomathing tor you Do
joraa
KD'a: Tha gamaa am n-aar ao tat'a
maka it clear KD'S are BEST l tha
team to FEARIH.
Kew. and Mike— Thenks lor tha special wake-up caHs Were excited lor
the Defpy Love. The DG'S
THE 32NO ANNUAL
DELTA UPSILON
BMCE RACE IS TOMORROW!)
Lea Ftetd—lm ao happy you picked
ma tor your big and l hope I can maka
pledging a Htte easier and a bit mora
tun' Good LucK-Kattty
Marty says GO FOR IT
J*m says GET READY NOW
Bear says To lake a tha TROPHIES
Good luck to Debt and trie fast ol- the
Chi Oa on Darby Days Love your
coacfu's
M(chell»-M«y nun Snipper Man'
Today la you day, but tomorrow la
your night (W.B.) Let's aaa you
down 19 tonight, but afterwards:
Keep those e>tingulsher* on tha
wall, avoid briars, btondes-who
serve beer, A married man wearing
bandanas. But MOST IMPORTANT.
stay out of Conklln, Pierre's wearing pinky rings are only bad news.
Happy Birthday Wa Low You——
Gwen, Karl A Llay. PS. Keep those
webbed feet on thei cground.
Mi G I hope the 4-man tent la big
enough lor us lo "romp" m' Love.
your pal Cookie
M D Basaitt
I'm with ya Bea.f Hava a good time
Salt Love ya lotsl Ma—.
Paddy Murphy died tor ma,
ha was the graatasl SAE
Too much Phi Alpha wee he drank
aa he staggered oft the plank
now ha ies in Mobile Bay
rvaplune ■» his EDA-Today 200
Phi Delta—The Phi Mu's can't wait HI
tomorrow1 The Day ol 2000 Beers is
l-nely upon us" See Va Tomorrow
Love, The Phi Mu's.
Phi Mu spirit is second to none, attar
the games we B be number one Your
coaches Ken and Mark
PHI PSI BEERBLAST
FRI NE COMMONS
6 00 - 1 PRICE
Prizes, beech parties, rock-nites
Sounds kke Christmas in May nghr*
Nope, that was last week—this week
it's WFAL s Al Winners Week Listen
lo 660 AM lor flotala
RON ROMANS SALON SPECIALIZES IN PERMS AND SUN STREAKING. WEO.-SAT. 3S2-2107
RUSH REGISTRATION
RUSH REGISTRATION
Upperclasa woman who have 2.2
previous quarter accum GPA are
eligible for RUSH. Sign up In the
Panhel Office. 315 Student Services, Fee Is S6. non-refundabla.
Mon . Wad.. A Thins 9:30 a.m. 11:30 a.m.
_____
SAE Little Sis
Cc^graluktlioris on
an excesent sottbal season & becoming Little Sister Softbal Champs1
The Brothers

SIG BROTHERS. TONIGHTS THE
NIGHT THE ALPHA PHIS WILL BE
REALLY ROWDIE SO YOU BETTER
BE READY FOR GOOD TIMES"

CAMPUS POKER TOURNAMENT
May 24 8pm at the Mid-Am Room
Entry Fee $1.00
Sign up in UAO by May 21 - Limited Number
M"«

Jo* Plnkartonl Happy 2lat BAM!
I (ova you moraand mor• •vary day!
Mwga and fclaaaa. T-L— or 8.K.

SHOW YOUR COLLEGE I D AT
THE SKIL ZONE AND GET
8 GAMES FOR $ I» ANYTIME"

Hey you Poker Fans
Come and try your luck at the

mi"

FREE admiuton with your BO ID
FREE bus "des kMving the Union
Oval at 8. 9. and 10 p.m.—and drink
spaoaM al mta long Complmants of
Ranaa'a and your party autnonty
WFAL
__

SIGMA NU LIL SIS SOFTBALL
TEAM. Roses are white, wa played
for Sigma Nu, wa managed to win
one, although wa lost two! That's
alright. That's OK, We had a great
time anyway! Thank-you coaches A
cheering section. Love The Ul
Sisses.
THE DU BIKE RACE IS
TOMORROW!
ROOMIE, CONGRATULATIONS ON
YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO BETH
(YOU SLY DOG) SCHIEF.

imiHtiiitiimiiiiiiiiiU

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
announces
1982 SIG BUST COUPLES
Papa G. & Rhonda
Zak & Linda
Stew & Lauren
Fish & Tammy
Sarge & Michellei
Face & Judy
Gonzo & Therese
Benatar & Johnna
Kit & Kathy
Dad & Mom
Bo & Mancy
Bean & Date
Steve & Guest
Crazy Steve & Melinda

.M_1_|
iM-VArg

Gorgeous & Becky
E.J. & Kim
P.M. & Dana
Skell & Connie
Animal & Cathy
Ozzie & Jenny
Bear & Amy
Gretzky & Betsy
Harts & Guest
Schnurie & Becky
Greg & Marge
Brent & Kerri
Russ & Krista
Group & Grip

Get Psyched for a Wet & Wild^*+*0*0+0*O*0*0»+*&*0
Weekend!
a*"**-

FOR the best in PRICE
and SERVICE
Come Out TODAY
one and two bedrooms available
For Summer and Fall

WINTHROPAPTS.
Low Rates

Office Located at 400 Napoleon Rd.
Open 8:30 till 5:00 Mon-Fri.
Phnnp r,=7
vnonQ:>D

Q1«

Office hours Sat. May 22 10-3
^i:>D
Swimming Pools
Air
Laundramats
Conditioning

C9BBeBS9BaBWMMMHi

NOW THRU
THURSDAY!
OURTEEN YEARS AGO
2001. SPACE ODYSSEY" WA,
THE ASTOUNDING EPIC THAT
AROUSED A GENERATION
TELLING THEM WHERE THEY
MIGHT BE HEADED

QUEST

■^FOR
FIRE,.,

at

AT 9 1 5 H

■Brllllant.hllarlou*.

an abtolut* knockout. PETER OTOOLE

STUNTMAN
FRIDAY 8 SATURDAY BONUS
PLANET OF THE APES"

Soohy. Howie 4 Drew Down ma
Mohican In a canoe, get wsd 6 grsp a
brew. Oaf psyched for Gamma Gucci
wa are! Netty. Ce A Susie

Tha Phi Mu's are anxiously aaeBlnB
the Sigma Chi Darby Days' We would
Hie to thank KEN MYLES and MARK
LONGO tor being our coaches' Whan
w« we see you In "parson"?' Love,
The Phi Mu's
THE 3ZND ANNUAL
DELTA UPSILON
Bate RACE II TOMOWBOWII
Ten.
Thanks for not giving up on us after
our first ' performance " We reaty
appreciated you bang our coach,
especially since you brought your
patience to every game' Sorry we
never won but.. YOU GOTTA LOVE
OUR CONSISTENCY With a stile
practice we'l be awesome in "83"'
Love. Your "TIGERS" PS Gary,
where's our bear????

2 M. OR F RMTES FOR SUMMER
S1BO/EA FURN . GREAT LOCATON CALL EVES 353 9121.

KING SIZE WATERBED
WITH FRAME 6 HEATER

$150 352-5035

Want to buy high guaMy lOapeed
b«ke in good condition, men's or
women's Elaine or Ubby. 3529318

FOR SALE-SMALL YELLOW
tO—SPEED GOOD CONOmON
$25. CALL 352 4849

Summer apl etavllng al $375 lor
entire eummer Also single rooms In
nouses Ph 352 7365

2 WILSON ADVANTAGE TENNIS
RACQUETS $35 each. 1 pr BAUER
TURBO hockey skstes. slzs 10, $50
or beet oiler Cal Lee si 352-4294

SUMMER 6 FALL 2 bdrme turn
Ctooe to campus, adults only 3527315 or 354-1091 after 6 pm

RMTE FOR SUMMER POSSIBLY
82-83 CCN YR S97/MO FURN
PLUS F.LEC CALL 352 8984

Paddy Murphy

Wanted. 4 to sublease Haven House
Apt lor 82-83 school yr Excellent
location Call Diane 352 3729

1978 HONDA HAWK tl—400CC
TWINS. FERING. CARRIER RACK.
BACKREST. ELECTRIC START, EXCELL CON0" $1200-CALL KEITH
1 874-1495 AFTER 5 30 OR JEFF
372-1006

2946
RMTE FOR SUMMER S155/MO
PLUS ELEC FURN OWN BDRM 6
BATHROOM CALL 352-2832
1 F RMTE for 82-83 sen yr 2
beam house. Furnished 1/2 bet.
from campus Grad Non-smoker

TO MY LITTLE DEBBIE KALINSKY—
CONGRATS ON BEING CHOSEN
DELTA TAU DELTA SWEETHEART 6
OUTSTANDING PLEDGE OF CHI
OMEGA I DONT THINK I EVER
TOLD YOU HOW PROUD I AM OF
YOU' LOVE, JERI

S135 Sue, 352-2264
APT AVAIL TO SUBLET FOR SUMMER 1 BDRM FURN AC ON
FOURTH! HIGH CALL 352 1698

2 F RMTES lor 82-83 sen yr Unrv
Cts Apts furnished S131 mo Cal
2 3886 or 2 1373
2 M muss needed lor 82-83 yr Lg.
furnished apt . across from campus
Low rales Cal Greg 352-8056

WATCH THE DU BKE RACE
ON MAY 22ND AND SEE WHO
WILL WIN THE OLDEST GREEK
EVENT ON CAMPUSII

2-3 M RMTES
NEEDED FOR
FURN
HOUSE SUMMER
82
$135 mo util pd 321 E Marry Cal
aflat 8pm, 372-3548 or 5442

WE'RE GIVING YOU
ONE LAST CHANCE'
WFAL and RENEE'S present
ROCK-NITE' Mon May 24th Is your
lest chance to Rock-Out belore summer. FREE admission with your BG
ID. FREE bus ndes and drink specaBs al nils long Compliments of
Ranee's and your party autnonty.
WFAL

1 M rmte needed lor 82-83 school
year Rani S101 plus electric 3526918
1-3 females to subts A Frame for
summer S225 person Cal 3724916 or 372-4816

What a beautllul bride you'll be . .
Congratulations to Lorraine on your
engagement to Been. We wish you
a lifetime of happiness. Love, Your
ChHJ Slstsrs.

HELP WANTED
Marttetlng. Sales, Retail. Communications Mslors:
Here's your
chance to gam experience that wl
give you trial EXTRA advantage when
entering the professional marketplace The BO News is now accepting appscatons for Advertising Sales
positions begnning Fall Apply 106
University Hal 8 5pm by Wad . Msy
26

WHEEL ON DOWN TO THE
DU BIKE RACE. MAY 22ND
ti 00 AM, IN FRONT OF
MATH SCIENCE BUILONQM
THE DU BIKE RACE IS

TOMOWIIOWII
YOU CAN BE A WINNER TOO'
During WFAL S
Al-Wmners Week. Msy 20-26
Tune in to 680 AM For rjalsse

What's belter than a good movie?
Picture yourself making spproximetety $286 per week If you have
your entire summer free. I might have
an opportunity lor you Cal 3542139 for an yilerview aopointmenl

Fix your own car. Garage space
with tools 6 equipment tor rent.
You Do it Garage. Ph. 164-1624 or

m-«m4.

DANCE TEACHER. BALLET a TAP
CALL VMENNE'S DANCE STUDIO
889-3723

25H OFF on LEE deivm rip pockets
1 flap pockets 20S OFF army fatigue penis
Now at JEANS-NTHINGS

FOR SALE
WANTED
BEAR COMPOUND BOW- KODIAK
SPECIAL 30 INCH DRAW, 55-65
LB DRAW WEIGHT. WITH LIGHT
WEIGHT DETACHABLE QUIVER
UKE NEW $135 CALL 352-3774.

M rmte (St. 1 St term Sum. Otr. only
Urilv VI only $75. cal 382-7741

ACROSS
1 Targeteonlhe
gridiron
5 Objective ol
1 Across
10 DetMissy >"Ork
14 Reveal
15
Jane
16 Whine
17 Unruly one
18 Vehicles
19 Healing vessel
20 Attend a bee

Complete AIWA mini component stereo-model 22 Power amp a pre-amp.
AM/FM tuner a cassette deck with
Dolby In superb cond" WB eel
complete lor $500 Cal 352-2764

43 Liiy.cousin
44 Saw-toothed
45 Troy's claim to
lame
47 Smallest
48 Rnarr.h In the dark
51 "Be good, sweet
"
52 Water control
device
55 Prelix with
dynamics
56 Oscar winner ol

91 uuar aumh^t
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29 Cleanse

23 Man and Wight
26 Disapproving
sound
27 Frenzy
29 Building unit
30 Protound
perception, lor
short
33 Wear down
34 Betty Grable was
one
35 Resort
36 British sandhill
37 Drover's milieu
38 A long way oil
39 Sulllx with lln
40 Make a stab at
41 Free-for-alls
42 Bronze coin ol old

60
61
62
83
64

32
34
37
38
40

Close, In a way
Obligated (lo)
Vaulted 8pot
Muelcal group
Individuals
DOWN
Recedes
Loki's son
Retreat, In a way
Court unit
Trunk contents
Threads
Stable fare
River, in Madrid
USNA grad.
Form ol
entertainment
Act decisively

Give the syntax ol
Four-syllable loot
General or golden
Altectation
Worrisome
weather word
41 Pursue an
education
48 Attersong
47 Knight s weapon
48 "Dinner at
"
49 Festive function
50 Bring to fruition
51 Catcher's need
53 Sheltered
54 Church service
56 Road sign word
57 Tic
toe
58 Cote sound

_

MAY DAY AT THE
STUDENT REC CENTER"
Friday May 21
Includes:
"Fun In The Sun"
With Outdoor Gamessind
Sunbathing 3:00-6:00 pm
Cook-Out $1 per plate, Music by WFAL 3:00-6:00 pm
Sports Date Party 7.00-10:00 pm with
team activities and dance
Rec your date at the Rec Center
Door Prizes All Evening, Refreshments Too.
Fun For All

FOR RENT
2 bedroom unfurnished or part, furrashedspls Cal 352-2863
APARTMENTS
3-4 students
HOUSES
7-8 students
SINGLE ROOMS near campus 9 mo
leases Ph 352-7385
1982 83 school year
two bedroom apartments
NEWLOVE APTS 352-5820
SUMMER: 831 7th St 2 bdrm
fum. apts. $300 tor entire summer
FALL:831 Seventh St
2 bdrm. fum apts Set up for 4
persons Owner turn al utt except
electricity
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

662-6666
Half of Houses for 2-3-4 students
across from Kohl Hal. House lor
eight students Apts 3 or 4 students
Single rooms Al near campus 9
month leases Ph 352-7365
HOUSES available June 15 or August
26 Phone 352-7454, 9 to 4 pm
Lamplight Court Apartments 995 S
Mail Ph 352-7245 Fum studio,
turn t bdrm and untum 1 bdrm
Grad students a University personnel^
LOW SUMMER RATES
'Houses
"2 bdrm apts
* 1 bdrm apts
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

5 BEDROOM HOUSE
FOR SUMMER
CALL 352-6568 1-5 PM ONLY
SUMMER—2 BDRM
FURNISHED APT GIRLS
352-8040 AFTER 8 PM
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR FALL
GIRLS 352-8040 AFTER 6PM
FOR RENT-Brand new 1-bdrm lur
rushed apts aveeabte for lal semester Located on the comer ol 9th &
High St Cal 352-5504 for more
THURSTON APTS
AIR CON0 .
FULLY CARPETED. CABLE VISION.
EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACILITIES. NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER
a FALL 451 THURSTON AVE. 352-

5435
STUDENT APARTMENTS
3 txks off campus FALL a SUMMER
TOM 352-4671 AND 382-1800
APARTMENTS-2 BDRM
FURN a UNFURN NEAR CAMPUS
TOM 352 4671 AND 352 1800
TWO BDRM HOUSE NEAR UNIV
LEASE STARTS JUNE 1 $345 MO
PLUSum. CALL 352-4287
2 bdrm turn apts A/C ind
Summer rate $375 Also avassble
lor lal 352-2663
2 BDRM SEMI-FURN APT
AVAILABLE SUMMER

352-2356
Duplex—Furnished lor summer a fal
For 3 Lower duplex, lurnrshed summet a fal lor 4 Phone 352-0839
2 bdrm. fully furnished. A.C. apts
Available for summer and/or school
yesr. Specially low rates Cell 3521313 after 3 p.m.
2 bdrm garage apl . semi-turn Aval,
for 12 mo lease Located behind
DUO'S 352-2222.
1 BDRM. APTS.
* Unfurmshed
' Gas Heal
* 9 or 12 mo lease
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

652-6620

162-6620

Rooms lor rent In lg house lor Sum
Rent by the mo Room for up to 4
people Musi rent, so rent is negolie
Die, cal alter 6 352-8190

Cal belore 4pm.

ROOM TO SUBLS FOR SUMMER
F
ONLY
OWN BDRM
ONLY
$95 00 MO NO UTIL 352-6587
Sarttng June 15, near campus. 2
bdrm. apt over garage, mostly fum
Cal John Newlove Real Estate 3526553

1662-1661
• Houses
' 2 bdrm apts
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

162-6620
16 2 bdrm apts avassble lor summer and or fal rental Phone 352
7454-9 to 4 pm

AMWEB TO PHEVKHIS PUZZLE
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SUMMER RENTALS
Houses, apts . single rooms
PHONE 352-7366
1 8 2 bdrm apts in Watervwe—10
m«i from Bowling Green Storage a
laundery laeHties ind Reasonable
rales trom $225'mo 878-6499
3 people needed lo subts a 2 bdrm
apt st 805 Thurstin lor Summer Otr
Cal 354-1 771
1-4 tittles to sublease 3 bdrms
Fum has on S Summit lor summer
$86 mo plus uu Cal Mttheta 26071 or Luanne 2-6127
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mountain ranne

58 Nut tree

11

1972 TR8 convertible
80,000
mess AM/FM stereo, 4-spd . good
top Looks A runs greet' $2800
287-4151

1 6 2 bdrm apts
9 6 12 Mo I
Rates from $235
to $400 June A Sept. vacancies
352-6988

12A,mbone
THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
13 Red. Black and
1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate
Coral
21 Wings
22 Ostentatious
demeanor
ii
17
11
1
7
1
•
11
24 Word with kick or i
i
1
4
walk
'
it
II
25 Percussion
sounds
19
17
26 Jaded fellow
11
27 The fourth estate
26
28 Feature ol a
W

22 Sailing vessels ol

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

287-3255

1 F RMTE NEEDED FOR SUMMER
QUARTER Own bdrm. Low rant.
CALL 3520834 or 372 0132

T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
Lowest prices-Fast delivery
Call Tim or Jim 353-7011

DO YOU NEED A F RMTE FOR 8283? I NEED A PLACE TO UVE-

1978 HONDA 550 Four Sassy bar,
luggage rack, waxsshiald 61.400
Cal 352 5351 after 8 pm

1974 VW Bug III looks 8 runs good
New brakes asking $1,985 Cal
287-3238 9 to 8 After 8 p m cat

2M RMTES NEEDED
FOR 1982 83 SCHOOL YR NICE
PLACE AT LOW RATES GAS PAID
FOR CALL MIKE OR TOM 352

To my U'l Kappe Big,
Thanks tor your invitation
Can't wait to sleep
Under the stars with you I
Love, Lorf

Set of wason 1200 Go" clubs 1-3-6
woods. 3-4-6-7-9 wedge 6 putter
Irons $140 Cal 372-3985 Russ

NEEDED 1 M RMTE FOR SUMMER CLOSE TO CAMPUS S155
FOR ENTIRE SUMMER CALL JEFF
352-4208

2 F ROOMIES NEEDED FOR 82-83
SCH YR BIG APT CLOSE TO
CAMPUS 352-345/

TKE WITH ACITVE UBIOO-GET
PSYCHED FOR GAMMA GUCCI. II
WILL BE ONE WEEKEND YOU'LL
NEVER FORGET' THANKS FOR
MAKING FORMAL SO MUCH FUN
LOVE, YOUR WITCH P
HAPPY
I9TH6SRTHDAYI

2 BDRM APT TO SUBLEASE SUM
MER '82 Fireplace dishwasher
wearier/dryer Untum. 363-0985
ROCK LEDGE MANOR Large, fum
2 bdrm luxury apts 2 ful baths,
dishwasher. AC. cable men avjra
ctoeel 6 storage space laundry lac*hes. and storage cages Al uN turn
except elec Now leasing lor lal 850
Sixth St at S College
BOGGS REAL ESTATE
303 1/2 S MAM ST
352-9457.352-3841
OFFICE HOURS n.3

1 F. RaaTE. NEEOEOFOR 62-66 BCH.
YR. TO SHARE HOUSE. H5/MO
PLUS UTH- CALL 2-4266.
SUMMER HOUSE—SITTING OR
APT
RENTAL
FULL SUMMER
HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER ROY
(513,372-2514.

THE BMOTHERS Of SIGMA CHI
wish al tha sorority houses good
luck and a good time throughout
OCBBY OAVBI

Student to Uvaln. Room t board
turn In exchange tor light hskping.
6 babysitting 1682-63 sch yr Call
354-1024.

MAO WHEELS-14x8" DEEP. ALUMINUM SLOT MAGS FOR CHRYSLER. PLYMOUTH 6 DODGE SET OF
4FORS115 CALL TOM 352-3774

PREFERABLY APT
CLOSE TO
CAMPUS CALL MOLLY AT 2S279
OR 2-1091.
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Every spring, baseball fans
and their teams have . . .

October

reams

BG News spring
sports supplement
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INDEX
When Sparky Anderson took over as manager of the Detroit
Tigers in 1979, he
initiated a five-year
plan to get his new
club in the World Series. Now, some of his
players think they
may beat Sparky's
original time schedule . See page six»
Cincinnati Reds manager John McNamara
is busy these days
trying to get the oncepowerful Big Red Machine above the .500
mark in the won-loss
column. The Reds are
a different team now than the Cincy teams
that dominated the 1970s. See page four.

LEARN THE HOWS &
WHATS OF Cycling
Safety
[The SRC is offering a Cycling Safety
Clinic
Saturday May 22,1982
Place: SRC golf/archery Rm
Time: 1-4 pm
Cost: $5.00
Sign up in SRC Office 9-5 pm
Last day THURSDAY May 20, '82
Bring Your Bike

'

-\

Sub-Me-Quick

Sub-Me-Quick

30* OFF

75* OFF

Any 8" Sub
Carry-out or

Delivery
143E.Wooster
352-4963

t

2ft. Sub .
Carrv out or
Delivery
143 E. Wooster

Op«i II am Dstvery •"•. 4 30

352 4863
Op*n11 wi Oatvwy anar 4 30

Sub-Me-Quick

Sub-Me-Quick

75« OFF 75«OFF

With Purchase ol
of Any 2 8' Subs

Carry-out or
Delivery

143 E. Wooster *
352-4663
Op«n 11 an OMMry *f 4 30
YTrr.Tr-r.TTrr.r
i
■—

per Tab

Carry-out or

*
Delivery
143 E. Wooster
352-4663
Op*n 11 •fnOeivaiyalM'4 30

Base thieves run
wild in Cleveland
"There goes the runner from first base - the batter swings and
hits a line-drive into centerfield for a base hit-the runner rounds
second and will easily make it to third standing up. A perfectly
executed hit-and-run."
CLEVELAND - You can
hear this play-by-play excerpt on any given broadcast of a Major League baseball game
on any given day. But it is more
common when it is on the broadcast of
a pennant contender.
Taking the extra base on a single or
a throw, stealing bases, beating out a
double-play ball - all of these are
ingredients of a winner. They increase the chances of scoring more
runs and keep innings alive. Just ask
any long-time fan of the Cleveland
Indians.
In past years, you rarely heard this
excerpt coming from the lips of Herb
Score or Joe Tait, Cleveland announcers for many years. And in past
years, the Indians have not been
pennant contenders.
BUT THINGS ARE forever changing, and so are the Indians. The most
notable change over last winter for

naumee
wines
inc.

SAFETY FIRST

I

Crime
Pays
the Tribe has to be a very noticeable
increase in team speed. Listen to an
Indians broadcast the next chance
you get, and Score or Tait will be
announcing the proof. Listen to the
clubhouse talk, and team members
will be speaking the proof.
"We feel that we now have eight
people on the ballclub with better than
average speed," Tribe manager Dave
Garcia said during Cleveland's last
homestand. "We have added (Bake)
McBride, (Jerry) Dybzinski, and
(Jack) Perconte to the starting lineup
this year and we have added players
like Rodney Craig to the bench. I
think it is going to help us a lot as the
season progresses."
Garcia, in his fourth year as Tribe
manager, then revealed a major reason why the Tribe has become such a
speedy team in the last two seasons
and said that speed encompasses
good base running.

• Finest Selection of Imported and
Domestic Wine and Beer in the Area!
• Fresh French Bread and Croissants
Every Weekend!
Stop in soon... our new owners will he delighted
lo help you make a selection!
2305 South Detroit Avenue at River Road
Maumee, Ohio 43537
(419) 893-2525

ROXY
Rocks Toledo
College I.D. Night
Bring Your College I.D. and get in FREE
THURSDAY NIGHT AT ROXY
Means Specials all night long!
S. BYRNE RD. TOLEDO |
'KEETAHmisslon 135Between
Airport Hwy & Hill
in
Byrnegate
Plaza
Anytime with
Shopping Center
this Coupon!
531-6299
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Tuesday's game with Toronto).
The increase in speed obviously
means a lot to the coaching staff, but
some of the Tribe players also see its
significance.
We really take pride in ourselves
and in our ability to run," said
Dybzinski, a hometown product who
is entering his second year with the
Tribe. "It provides a good attitude on
the club. It is good to know that no
matter who pitches or catches, we
have the ability to steal on them."
Then Dybzinski hit on a very important but rarely realized fact.
"You never lose you legs. You can
lose your batting eye or have a bad
day in the field, but on a given day, we
will always have that facet. It is a plus
to have that one ingredient. That
alone will win you two or three more
games a year. Knowing that it will
always be there helps you mentally
also because you don't have as many
down days. When all else fails, you
have your speed.
"Speed is positive. It is fun to run.
And its biggest asset is that it creates
a good feeling on the club and personally."

The Indian* have relied on improved speed thus far thia season, but Andre Thornton's big bat often
moves the runners around the base*.

"Speed is something you can't
teach, either you have it or you don't.
But you can teach base-running. Jack
Cassini (a coach who specializes in
base-running) did a real good job for
us during spring training this year.
He came in and taught our players
how to be good baserunners. Not just
how to steal bases, also how to read
C" ere, how to get a good jump on a
hit.
"We have many players on the
team who are smart baserunners and
we have some speed demons like
(Miguel) Dilone, (Rick) Manning and
McBride. So it's not just that we nave
speed, we also have a lot of smart

baserunners that makes our speed
look more impressive.
"We also have a lot of people on the
club that don't strike out very much.
We feel batters will get a piece of the
ball, so we hit-and-run a lot. A lot of
our steals come on hit-and-runs."

lineup this year. It keeps a lot of
pressure on your opponents defensively and offensively. '
McCraw then compared this year's
team to past teams (both in Cleveland
and in Chicago) he has been on.
"We (Cleveland) have always had a
Sood hitting club. But we didn't have
TRIBE FIRST-BASE coach Tom
le speed and pitching. Before, we
McCraw, who has been with the Indi- would go from first to second to third
ans organization for three years as a to home in order to score. Now we go
coach and a couple more before that from first to third to home. That extra
as a player, is even more enthusiastic base can make the difference.
about the increase in team speed.
"It makes for an exciting club. If
"It is probably our biggest offensive the pitching is good, speed will win
change this year," McCraw said. "We you a lot of games. It happened in my
nave more speed top to bottom in our days at Chicago (with the White Sox)
'eaTeavejpeavejveyej ■ m m ■ *■ in '63, '64, and'65. Speed will win you
close ball games.
"Legitimately, this is the first time
I've been really excited about our
pennant chances. Speed is one of the
reasons for this; our pitching staff is
another; our hitting is another. If we
just come close to our potential, we
will be there (in the pennant race)."

CASEYS
ax/aiw

HAMBURGERS1026 N. Main

INTRODUCES
FROZEN JUICE TREAT

LAST YEAR, the Indians led the
American League in stolen bases with
119 (the closest team to them had 100)
and had the league's fifth-leading
thief in Dilone with 29. So when the
additions to the starting lineup and
the bench are realized along with the
above statistics, it is easy to see why
Garcia and McCraw are optimistic.
The Indians have stolen 41 bases in
57 attempts for a success rate of 72
percent this season (through last

ANOTHER NEW face in the starting line-up is second baseman Perconte, who thinks the reason the
Indians have so much speed is the
ballpark that they play in, Municipal
Stadium.
"With this ballpark being as big as
it is and with the weather up here in
the beginning of the season, it is
logical for the team to seek speed,"
said Perconte, who came to the Indians from Los Angeles in an off-season
trade along with Rick Sutcliffe for
Jorge Orta. "You have to pick up runs
anyway you can.
"When I was with the Dodgers, they
were the opposite; they were a power
team. Ideally, you like to have both speed and power. So far, we have had
both, with the way (Andre) Thornton
and (Toby) Harrah have been hitting.
SPEED AFFECTS both the offensive and defensive facets of a team's
game. It provides for more runs offensively and turns apparent hits by the
opponents into outs defensively.
Obviously, this touches every member of the team, especially the pitcher
who needs a strong defense and a
productive offense to make his performance more effective.
"I don't care what they do as long
as they score runs," joked Barker,
who has led the American League in
strikeouts the last two seasons. Then
in a more serious tone of voice, he
added, "I think that we have improved 100 percent from three years
ago in that area. It was what we were
lacking in the past. I can remember
more than one time when we lost a
game by one run because we couldn't
get a runner in scoring position.
"I think it adds excitement to the
game. When you run like that, it
makes you more aggressive. Aggression wins more games."
"Aggression - pressure - pride."
All of these things equal "exciting,"
and that is the feeling surrounding
this year's Cleveland ballclub.
Whether excitement equals "pennant" remains to be seen.

story by Kcrmit Rowe
photo by Ron Hagler
Corner of
Napoleon Rd. & South Main

352-8639
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kJsiDEVCOOL YOUR KEGS I
Wild, Wild Cherry, , All Natural Orange,
Tastee Grape

Buy 3 Get 1 Free 101b. Bags of Ice
MUST PRESENT THIS COUPON
Son. - Thurs. 9:00 a.m. -11 :C "
Fri. & Sat. 9:00 a.m. - Midn
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Survival in

incinnati
c
INCINNATI - The oncemighty Big Red Machine now
purrs more like the smallest
in Toro s long line of lawnmowers.
Even the names of those who man the
1982 Cincinnati Reds' baseball machine are unfamiliar.
The lineup that was once dotted
with household major league names
like George Foster, Ken Griffey,
Dave Collins, Tony Perez and Joe
Morgan now consists of such relatively unknown quantities as Eddie
Milner, Larry Biittner, Mike Vail,
Wayne Krenchicki and Alex Trevino.
Even rookie outfielder Paul Householder is not a household name.
Still, iust as any name-brand
mower plugs away efficiently at even
the most unenviable of tasks, the 'new
look' Cincinnati Reds are plowing
through the early part of their 1982
schedule with renewed vigor.
"I think there was some premature
judgement on the part of a lot of
people about us," said Biittner, a
nine-year major league veteran who
is being platooned in leftfield with
Vail this season. "We've still got a
good ballclub here - we'll be in the
thick of it before it's over.
"Maybe we don't have a lot of
power, but everybody contributes. We
work together as a team, and that's
the way it should be. We're just going
to have to play more fundamental
baseball."

John McNamara:

"He's just going through a point in time
where he needs to locate his pitches better."

OF CINCINNATI'S starting eight
this season, only two - shortstop Dave
Concepcion and second baseman Ron
Oester - were around in the same
position last year. Gone are three of
the team's better hitters in Foster,
Griffey and Collins, who were either
traded or lost via free agency.
Both Griffey and Foster were dealt
away before they could declare free
agency, and the Reds made only a
feeble attempt to sign Collins, who
became a free agent after last year.
As a result, the Reds did not receive
an over-abundance of talented players in return for what was, in effect,
most of the meat of last year's lineup.
Thus far this season, lack of home
run power has been a glaring weakness in the Reds' lineup. Going into
this week, the sixth of the season, the
Reds had hit iust 12 homers, the
fewest in the National League and the
same number league leader Dave
Kinsman of the Mets has cranked out
all by himself.
Only Concepcion, who had the most
outstanding season of his career last
year, Johnny Bench, who is making
the difficult transition from catcher to
third base, and Cesar Cedeno, who
was acquired in the off-season from
Houston, have any past history of
hitting the longball.
Many times this season, the Reds
have pounded out 10 or 12 hits in a
game, but scored just two or three
runs and lost.
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'It seems like we've had a lot of
mere on with two already out,"
deno said after a similar 6-3 loss to
tsburgh two weeks ago, in which
Reds had 13 hits but left 14 runners
base. "You don't get a hit with two
Is a lot of times.
'We might be a different type of
lclub - with not a lot of power, but
re speed. We've scored a lot of
is oft and on. If the hits don't come
the right time, there's not much
l can do about it."

INDEED, THE Reds are a different
type of ballclub - at least far different
from the Reds' teams that dominated
the 1970s.
One New York writer even went as
far as to call Cincinnati "the Dead
Red Machine" and to say that "the
Big Red Machine has gone the way of
the nickel beer, the Charleston, and
the DeSoto. It had its day - for sure but this, dear friends of baseball, is its
eulogy.
That kind of talk riles Cincinnati

manager John McNamara.
"We feel the people we have here
are very talented, he says, citing
that the team is young, deep in pitching, and that its lack of power is
overexaggerated.
McNamara is high on players like
Milner, a speedster and fine defensive
Syer who has become the Reds'
doff man after spending five years
in the minors.
"We knew he could play and that he
was one of the most improved players

Cedeno and Householder would be in
the outfield. Nobody could predict the
future - about how we would fall on
our (aces at the beginning, so to
speak. But it opened the doorfor me."
BUT IT IS perhaps his pitching staff
that McNamara likes to talk about
most. Quite simply, the Reds are
loaded with young, talented hurlers.
Seven pitchers on the staff are under
30.
Three of them - 28-year old Bruce

"Nobody could predict the future — about how
we would fall on our faces, so to speak."
— Eddie Milner

Tom Seaver:

"I'm just throwing lousy, that's all.'

in (spring; camp," McNamara said.
"We're very pleased with the way he
has developed."
Milner, technically a rookie though
already 26-years old. is indicative of
Cincinnati's front office philosophy.
Rarely does a player move through
Cincy s farm system quickly.
In the past, it has been nearly
impossible for someone like Milner to
crack into the starting lineup as a
rookie. But that was in the past. This
season, the Reds' plans even before
the season were to start rookie Householder, along with newcomers Cedeno
and Clint Hurdle, in the outfield.
A 3-10 regular season start and lack
of offensive punch from the starting
outfield forced McNamara to do some
juggling. Now, Cedeno is hitting
above iJOO and Milner has been hitting
around .275, while Biittner and Vail
have been platooning in left and tearing
the cover off the ball.
T
'I didn't expect this to happen this
early," said Milner, whose option was
up this year. "I knew that every year
they put my name on the roster to
protect me, so I knew they thought
something of me -1 just wasn't quite
sure what.
"The projection was that Hurdle,

Berenyi, 26-year old Mario Soto and
25-year old Frank Pastore - are regular members of the starting rotation
and 26-year old Charlie Liebrandt is
an occasional starter.
McNamara feels that any one of
them could become a bona-fide superstar in the future, especially with a
teacher as qualified as Reds ace Tom
Seaver.
"With a Seaver, one thing I've
learned over the three years I've been
here is that he takes the heat off the
younger pitchers," McNamara said.
But how much longer will Seaver be
around?
Some skeptics are already starting
to write Seaver off after his horrendously slow start this year, even
though he was 14-2 with a 2.55 ERA
last season. Others insist that he will
come around and that, at 38, he can
still pitch with the best of them.
It is hard to believe that Seaver is
done for. The wily veteran who has
260 career wins to his credit has
already made the rare transformation from a power pitcher to more
of a finesse one. He has overcome
injuries and he has overcome adversity. He is a proven superstar.
"I'm just throwing lousy, that's
all," Seaver said after getting
bombed off the mound by Pittsburgh
two weeks ago. "I hope to come up
with some answers - 111 just have to
sit back and think about it for
awhile."
"He has been 100 percent healthy
for quite awhile," McNamara said.
"He's just going through a point in
time where he needs to locate his
pitches better."
ALL THINGS are not rosy in Redsland. Veteran stars Seaver and Bench
have gotten off to slow starts and Vail
remains unhappy because he isn't
playing more.
While Bench's bat is starting to
come around, Seaver continues to
struggle on the mound and Vail tells
anyone who will listen that he can hit
righthanded pitching as well as lefthanded pitching.
But the point is: even the remaining
stars of Cincinnati's glory days are
getting old; four or five years ago, a
player like Vail probably would nave
Been happy just to put on a Reds
uniform.
It could take some time before the
Big Red Machine kicks it back into
high gear - like in the old days. Until
then, the Reds will make do with what
they have.
Sometimes, those darn little lawnmowers can do a hell of a job on even
the toughest lawns.

story by Joe Menzer
Cesar Cedeno:

"We might be a different type of
ballclub."

photos by Dean Koepfler
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Sparky's
Plan

DETROIT - Detroit Tiger manager Sparky
Anderson came to the Motor City in 1979
calling for a plan that would have his new
team in the world Series within five years. Now in
his fourth year at the helm, some of his players are
questioning his time schedule.
"Five years? Hell, this is it! Year number four,"
said Chet Lemon, who the Tigers acquired from the
Chicago White Sox in the last winter's celebrated
trade Tor Steve Kemp. "This is as good as year as
any, dont you think?"
It very well could be. Optimism is running
rampant in Motown. People are believing in the
Tigers and even pessimists are impressed with the
lineup that Detroit can field.
The Tigers have answered the criticism of fans
and the press for the dealing of Kemp and Jason
Thompson to Pittsburgh by acquiring Lemon, Enos

Cabell and Larry Herndon from San Francisco, and
Mike Ivie from Houston. All four start and all four
are producing and making themselves heroes in a
town where heroes are needed.
CABELL WAS hitting .310 coming into this week.
Herndon is batting close to .300 and is leading the
American League in triples. Lemon is a .280 leadoff
batter who gets the Tiger offense going, while Ivie
is the designated hitter on the team and poses a
serious home run threat.
These four join catcher Larry Parrish, Gold
Glove winning shortstop Alan Trammel, 'Sweet'
Lou Whitaker at second base, Richie Hebner at
first, and the team's prima donna, Kirk Gibson, in
centerfield. Add to that the pitching and depth of
the team and Detroit is a legitimate contender.
"We have a super ballclub," Ivie said. "I Just am

so happy to play here. I really want to end my
career here in Detroit. I'll do whatever I'm asked to
do by Sparky as far as my role for the team and I
just hope I can contribute.
"I sure hope we can (make it a four year plan
instead of five). 11's the goal of the team not to come
up short in October. I think I came over here at the
right time - just in time to get a (World Series)
ring."
THE NEWCOMERS have blended well into the
Tiger lineup. Cabell, Ivie and Lemon provide Detroit with valuable experience; Herndon, Lemon
and Ivie add power. But most of all, they have
added a feeling that "all is well with us," according
to Anderson.
"These acquisitions all have a role on our ballclub," Anderson explained. "They have stabilized

Third baseman Enos Cabell, on* of Detroit's key newcomers this season, takes a cut at a pitch In action against the Minnesota
Twins, last weekend, at Tiger Stadium.
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our team. It's obvious by their performances thus
far that they are fulfilling these roles and more. It is
because of the way that they have blended that we
are so optimistic.
Some may scoff at the very idea of the Detroit
Tigers winning a pennant. That makes sense. It has
been a long time since the last one (1968).
"Yeah, it's been a while since a Detroit club has
won big," Anderson said. "But that was what I
intended on changing when I came here, and I still
hold to that."
If anyone can bring a championship to Detroit, it
is the unflappable Anderson. He started out as an
unknown commodity in Cincinnati, but managed

"/ think I came over here at the
right time — just in time to get a
World Series ring."
— Mike Ivie
that team to two World Championships, four National League pennants and five divisional titles
before recieving his walking papers in 1979. His
popularity was immense in the Queen City and he
sports the same credentials in his present town.

Mike Ivie is happy to be In Detroit.
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TOLEDO
MUD HENS
HOME MAY 24-MAY 30
Special Nights Are:
Mon. May 24

7:30

Toledo vs. Syracuse
Bargain Night. $1.00 oft Box and Reserve Seats:
Save $1.00 on each seat.
Tues. May 25

7:30

Toledo vs. Syracuse

Wed. May 26

7:30

Toledo vs. Syracuse
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25' Beer & Concession Night Pepsi-Cola. Hot Dogs.
Popcorn, and Beer at old time prices, bring the whole
family. Have fun and sing along with Jerry and The Mud
Hen Band.
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& Cyclery
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SINCE COMING to Detroit, Anderson has put
together a team which, in some ways, resembles
his old clubs at Cincinnati.
On offense, Sparky's 1982 edition has speed with
Gibson, Lemon and Cabell. The Tigers have players
that can hit for average and possess five or six
definite long ball threats. And they have an important characteristic that the old Reds had - the
ability to move runners around the bases.
"I guess there are some similarites," said Alex
Grammas, the Tigers' third base coach who had
much the same duties with Sparky's Cincinnati
teams. "There is one big difference however, and
that is that we don't have near the power we did
down there (in Cincinnati)."
Defensively , perhaps more than in any other
area, is where the resemblance to Cincinnati's
earlier teams can be noted. Shortstop Trammel and
second baseman Whitaker are considered by many
to be the best up-the-middle infield tandem in
baseball.
They move and work fluently together much in
the same way that Dave Concepcion and Joe

Morgan did with the Reds. Whitaker even physically resembles the smallish Morgan.
And like the Reds' teams of the '70s, Detroit's
outfield posesses good gloves and adequate arms in
Herndon, Lemon and Gibson. Also, Lance Parrish
plays like a young Johnny Bench once did behind
the plate.
"Our defense has to be highly regarded," Herndon said. "We have the tools on this club at every
position. It's just a matter of putting it together.''
THE MISSING ingredients in past Tiger lineups
may have been found in the talents of the four
newest members of the squad, according to Grammas.
"These guys have made all the difference in the
world for us." he said. "That's pretty obvious I
think, by the job that they have done so far. They've
given us added speed, power, balance and experience. All these things help (in building a contender)."
The new acquistions know their roles and appreciate how they have fit into the team.
"We have a blend on this team; a perfect mixture
of experience and youth," Ivie said. "(Richie)
Hebner is the oldest. Cabell is a ten-year veteran.
Chet (Lemon) and Larry (Herndon) have been
around for a few years. We have so many guys on
this team that can play. How can we not win? It's
got to happen."
The evidence that Ivie's words hold weight is
already showing. The Tigers have been in a dogfight with the Boston Red Sox for first place in the
American League's Eastern all year long. As of last
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VITAMIN & MINERAL
FOOD
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All high school and college students $1 00 General Admission. Souvenir Discount Night at the special
souvenir stand in the Club House. T-shirts, caps, and a
variety of novelties for all ages just $2 00 each. Your
choice
Thurs. May 27

Repairs Done
on the Premises
115 W. Merry 352-9157

7:30

Toledo v*. Rochester
College and high school students $1.00 General Admiskxt. Souvenir Discount Night continues for those who
may have missed the 1 st one. Hats, T-shirts & assorted
items $2.00 each at special stand in Club House.
Fri. May 28
7:30

Toledo vs. Rochester
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Lucas County Schools (Kids night)
Sponsored by the Lucas County Board of Education,
Tickets available at all member schools and the Lucas
County Board of Education. Regular tickets available at
the Mud Hen box office.
Sat. May 29
7:30

Toledo vs. Rochester
ids. it's Space Invaders Night. 1st 1,000 kids 14 I 8
nder will receive a free Space Invaders Bopper. Join
Jthe crowd and bop the Redwings with the Mud Hens.
Sun. May 30
7:30

Toledo vs. Rochester
Spend Memorial Day with the Mud Hens: Family Day j
Sponsored by Frisch's Family Restaurants. Pick up aj
Frisch's coupon in any Frisch's or Roy Roger's)
estaurant. Bring it to the ball park and the whole family ]
In General Admission for $2 00

Wear Your BG Colors!
TICKETS 893-9483
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Tuesday, the two clubs were dead even in the loss
column and Detroit was a full nine games above
.500.
The AL East is probably the toughest in baseball.
Six of the seven teams are capable of winning the
title. It will take a consistent ballclub - one with

"This is as good a year as any,
don't you think?"
— Chet Lemon
superior talent and depth - to win it.
We're in a tough battle now and will continue to
be," Lemon said. "I don't know much about what
the old Cincinnati ballclubs were like or what
everyone else in this league has. I just know that if
we stay healthy and do the things we're capable of,
then people will know and believe."
AH YES, staying healthy. Injuries can be the
thorn in the side of any major league team. Thus
far, the Tigers have managed to steer clear of
major injuries.
"I'm convinced that if we stay clear of injuries,
that we'll be able to win this thing," the tall,
muscular Herndon said.
"We've had our little aches a pains that you bring

with you out of spring training," Lemon explained.
"But we've been pretty lucky so far. If we do get
some injuries to- some of our starters though, we
have competent people to replace them."
These 'competent' men are the self-dubbed "Riders of the Lonesome Pine". The members of the
group -which includes Mick Kelleher, Lynn Jones.
John Wockenfuss, Mark DeJohns, Stan Papi, Bill
Fahey, Al Cowens and Rick Leach - give the team a
solid nucleus of back-up talent that can fill any
Kiition. This adds just one more dimension to
troit's multi-faceted club.
Even with all these plusses on the side of the
Tigers, the intangibles that make a team a winner
have not been thouroughly tested.
Every city has its dreams for its own team;
Detroit is no exception. But dreams can turn into
nightmares and can relinquish rude awakenings for
those involved.
Maybe the city of Detroit does have something to
dream about. Maybe Cabell, Lemon, Herndon and
Ivie are just what the proverbial doctor ordered. If
so, and u the Tigers keep playing like they are at
the present, 1982 could turn out to be the ''Year of
the Cat."
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Detroit outfielder Chet Lemon heads (or home.

JOIN PORTAGE QUARRY
THIS SUMMER!
Season Passes available
at the gate NOW!
$25 individual
$45 family
DAILY ADMISSION
$2 00adults
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